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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
This Appeal is taken from entry of final judgment of Divorce Decree filed
September, 1999, order issued in Fourth District Court, State of Utah, of Utah county,
(Provo Department). The court of Appeals has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to the
Utah Rules of civil Procedure and Utah Rules of Appellant Procedure.
ISSUES PRESENTED
I.

Whether the trial Court abused its discretion in not distributing the marital
assets fairly and equitably .

II.

Whether the trial Court abused its discretion in not making findings of fact
properly.

III.

Whether there the Court relied on a valid agreement between the parties

IV.

Whether the appellant received competent legal representation

V.

Whether the appellant was denied due process of the law
STANDARD OF REVIEW: The trial Court should have properly classified

the assets prior to distribution and then equitably divided between the parties to the
provisions of Utah Code ( 30-3-5) and in the light of Mortensen v. Mortensen 760
P2d.308 and Equitable Distribution of Property by Brett R.Turner.
The Court should have considered all the evidence of the difficult,
confusing and disabling circumstances of the appellant in the light of:
Young v. Western 680 P2d.394 (1984) for confused mental state of the appellant
Stewart v. Sullivan, 29 Utah 2d. 156; 506 P 2d.74 (1973) for incompetent counsel
Boyce v. Boyce 609 P, 2d.928 (1980) and Bayles v. Bayles, 981 P.2d.403 for fraud in

non disclosure and 5th and 14th Amendments of the U.S. constitution and Becks
Sheetmetal co. v. Lauras 35 P.2d 21 (1961) for lack of due process

GROUND FOR SEEKING REVIEW OF THE ISSUES NOT
PRESERVED AT THE TRIAL COURT
The appellant being a lay person and the proceedings taking place encamera
at the conclusion, have no idea of what was preserved and what was not. In the light of
the following facts appellant seeks review of the settlement of the marital assets.
1. That he was a 71 years old dyslexic and lacked reading and
understanding comprehension. He was under the impression that the first agreement
hand written by the respondent is going to be the part of the second one and he was
forced into signing the second typed agreement by his domineering 44 year old wife.
There is a huge difference between the two agreements. Please see Exhibits: 1 & 2
2. The respondent committed fraud in not providing response to the
discovery requests of the appellant; Please see docket.
3. That the threats to the appellant by the respondent and his counsel by the
counsel of the respondent kept them withdrawing from representing the appellant thus
amounting to only superficial legal representation.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The parties with great difference of age and mind, appellant being 72,
ailing and dyslexic ; and respondent only 44 in control of the day to day activities
of the couple still managed to come to an amicable conclusion of their marriage
by coming to terms of dividing the marital assets and debts in the form of a hand
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written agreement which was written by the respondent and is attached hereto as
Exhibit: 1.
Soon after the hand written agreement the respondent sought legal
counsel and handed the appellant a typed agreement for execution to which the
appellant objected being so different from the understanding of the parties. The
respondent not only began to verbally abuse the appellant she also initiate false
criminal charges against him and filed eviction proceedings against him which
were later dismissed (case no:990101236 ) and Exhibit: 3.
Further, the respondent took all the papers from the home and failed to respond
to many discovery requests. Appellant's attorney's abandoned him due to lack of
funds and the control of the situation by his ex-wife, the respondent. On the other
hand she assured the appellant that he could live downstairs in peace in his
sickness and old age if he would get rid of his counsel and execute the
agreement and she assured him that she will not bother him anymore. Appellant
did follow the respondent's instructions in signing the second agreement and in
going against his own counsel at her advice only to find out two years after the.
divorce that she procured a protective order and put him on the street after he
had lost all his money, his mother's jewelry and equity to the respondent.
This a blatant case of elderly abuse and execution of an agreement under
duress.

-
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The trial court erred in granting judgement on a second binding agreement (type
written) and ignoring the original hand written binding agreement which preceded
the type written copy entered on the record of the court, whereas, the party to the
original handwritten agreement, Appellant, had relied on the court, his counsel,
and the honesty of the respondent, and her counsel to enter a verbatim copy of
the original hand written binding agreement as the Appellant is dyslexic and
therefore is handicapped when reading and understanding documents or other
forms of writing, which the respondent was well aware of. The issue at hand is
the fraud in the typed agreement to deceive the court and to gain undue financial
advantage against the Appellant knowing the handicap of the Appellant.
The fact of the matter is that it was the appellant's money and inheritance from
the sale of a lot in California that purchased the million dollar property where the
respondent is now residing with her boy friend to the exclusion of the appellant.
Please see Exhibit: 4.
The Appellant has never been given the opportunity to testify to those facts
that it was actually his and his family's funds that made those purchases. See
Exhibit # 4.
Further, the respondent by fraud and deception did take the jewelry and the
furs that was personal property that the Appellant had inherited from his
deceased mother, among other jewelry, a diamond ring, had the major stone
removed and replaced with cubic zirconia, the value of the stone was $27,000.00,
whereas the Appellant didn't discover the fraud/deception until he had been
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evicted. See Utah County Attorney report exhibit # 5. Also, a letter from the
jeweler thatxemoved the stone so states the fact. The respondent submitted a
copy of Appellant's mother's will to Judge Hansen's Court as evidence,
fraudulently stating on the cover "Gilbert gave Laurie these items as gifts." See
Exhibit # 6. Additionally, the Appellee sold the real property and kept al the
equity for her personal financial gain including personal property of the appellant,
contrary to the binding agreement and the judgement of the court, leaving the
appellant with no place to live and his only means of support, his social security,
as his age and handicap and back injury prevented him from getting gainful
employment and also tarnished Appellant's reputation due to respondent's false
statements to the Utah county Sheriffs Department and perjured testimony in a
false protective order, Case No. 994401579, Judge Fred D. Howard's Court,
Fourth District Court, Utah County to facilitate removal of Appellant from his
home. See Exhibit # 7. Further, in the binding agreement and the settlement
agreement there is mention of a debt owed to the respondent's mother
amounting to $100,000.00 See Exhibit # 8. This in fact is a fraud meant to
deceive the court as the debt didn't exist nor was it proven to be owed by the
appellant. Further, in the binding agreement, the Appellee put in the following
statement, No 3 "Lien to Maxine Barnett will be paid off the top and split 50/50
between the two parties. Exhibit # 1. Further in the Settlement Agreement, the
Respondent states, "Maxine Barnett (indebted an approximate sum of $100,000.
Exhibit # 2. Additionally, the money referred to was actually the Appellant's,

that he received from his father's estate. See Exhibit #4. The respondent and
her mother, Maxine Barnett, perpetrated a fraud on the court by using the two
agreements to defraud the Appellant, knowing he could not prove that it was his
funds that purchased the home, furnishings and the Charleston/Highland building
lots, because she had removed all his documents from his files. Trespass to
Personal Property, see Exhibit14. Some documents have been replaced
from old bank records, tracking down people, (although some have died), real
estate people, etc. It has taken years to find some documentation. See Exhibits
4,8 & 9. Appellant did not have any proof of anything and was at the
respondent's mercy. The respondent, refused to have her deposition taken.
The court made a serious error by not transferring Case No. 990101236
originally filed July 1,1999, by respondent from the American Fork Court, Judge
Howard H. Maetani, to the Fourth Judicial District Court, Provo Department, Utah
County and to be consolidated with Case No. 000401790. Then Case No.
000401790 was to be consolidated with Case No. 954400884. The file for Case
No. 990101236 is intermingled with Case file No. 990402668 has remained in a
separate file in the Provo Court files. Judge Hansen has never seen Case No.
990101236. It does not appear on the case docket. Case No. 990402668 was
dismissed by Appellant's Attorney Scott Williams as being settled. Then Mr.
Williams withdrew as the Appellant's attorney because of undue influence of Mr.
Randy Lund and Mr. Clayne Corey, respondent's attorneys. See Exhibit #11.
The case was dismissed without permission of Appellant. Appellant was not told
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he had the right to appeal the case. (See Exhibit # 7& 3). Case No. 990101236
contained a frivolous and fraudulent suit filed in which the judgement was set
aside by Judge Howard H. Maetani at the Fourth District Court - American Fork
Department. The respondent, Mr. Corey and Mr. Lund, her attorneys knew it was
a fraudulent case, hid the fact and use it against the Appellant in Judge Hansen's
Court. See Exhibit #12.
Appellant was denied procedural due process, whereas, the
respondent's counsel of record did in fact make threats (to coerce) to the
Appellant's legal counsel to sue said counsel for legal fees if he became involved
in representing an action to litigate the binding agreement in an effort to have the
Appellant prove fraud by deception in many of the alleged claims of debt, and
equal right to a share of the real property equity in the said first hand written and
second type written binding agreement that was submitted to the court for final
judgment.
Whereas, the appellants counsel filed a motion to the court to be removed
as attorney of record, thus leaving the Appellant without counsel and or the
means to retain other counsel, therefor depriving the Appellant of certain
Constitutional Protected Rights. This was the third time the Appellant's attorneys
have withdrawn due to threats of law suits against the Appellant's counsel.) See
Exhibit#13&11.

-to-

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS

1. The respondent committed fraud upon the Court in showing that she had a
valid agreement, that there was no prior agreement dividing the property fairly
and equitably, that she had put down the funds from her mother to buy the
home she is living in and that she had given the appellant his personal
property and inherited jewelry.
2. That the appellant had ineffective legal counsel to bring the validity of the
second agreement in question considering the venerability of the appellant
due to his age and sickness. The counsel failed to obtain the documents that
the respondent has taken from the home of the parties and failed to complete
the discovery to assist the Court.
3. The appellant was denied due process in that the Court failed to monitor and
administration of justice in the special circumstances of the abused elderly.
The Court should have seen the red flags that the appellant was doing
something against the advice of his counsel and should have classified the
assets of the parties into some order to determine the equity of each party.
The Court had a duty to perform its fundamental function of fairness
and justice specially noting that the party which is weaker, older and without
competent representation was getting only obsolete promissory notes and
liabilities while the one younger and stronger was getting the home of the parties
and all the solid assets.

-
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ARGUMENT
I. The respondent committed fraud upon the Appellant and the Court
by not fully submitting all the facts concerning the two agreements, the assets of
the parties and the obligations and debts of the parties. The respondent only
relied on the second agreement and did not disclose to the courts that she had
contributed nothing towards the assets and that she made false statements that
she has borrowed $100,000., from her mother. The Settlement Agreement
submitted to the court stated the Appellant was trading all real property and
retirement funds held jointly for Promissory notes that were deemed worthless by
the US Bankruptcy Court in the Starfire Industries Bankruptcy. Furthermore, the
funds for the notes were in actuality, money that the Appellant and his family had
provided. The respondent came into the marriage in 1976 with her clothes, some
furniture and a 1972 Buick Skylark that she sold and kept the money. Her
mother, her father and her grandmother gave nothing towards the marriage
except for an ice bucket as a wedding gift from her mother. The respondent did
not mention to the court that during the marriage, for love and affection, the
Appellant had given her one half ownership of a paid for 65,000 square foot
building at 619 S. 600 W., Salt Lake City, a 125,000 square foot facility on 25
acres in West Jordan, Utah and one half ownership of a multi-million dollar boat
manufacturing and marine supply business. The respondent conveyed to the
court that the appellant was imposing on the generosity of the Appellee's family
and was a deadbeat. See Exhibit #15.

The trial court erred in granting judgment in favor of the respondent based
upon fraud and the failure of the appellant's counsel to perform in a professional
manner to inform the court of the fraud and the deception of the respondent and
her counsel that did in fact alter the original hand written binding agreement and
did submit to the court an agreement not consistent with the original binding
agreement and not informing the appellant of the changes made therein leading
the appellant to sign a fraudulent altered binding agreement to wit; fraud by
deception, and taking advantage of the handicap of the appellant.
Therefore, in the light of Young v. Western 680 P.2d.394, appellant had a
confused state of mind especially when put under fear of criminal prosecution and
eviction and being thrown on the street in his old age and sickness. Further, there
definitely is duress ( Stpierre v. Edmunds,, 645 P2d.615, Utah 1982) as he is
given choice by the respondent to either sign (the agreement is not notarized as
the appellant might have read or protested to someone) and live in the basement
peacefully in his old age or be thrown out on the street.
11. The trial Court failed to fairly and equitable distribute the assets of the
marital estate in the light of Mortensen v. Mortensen, 760 P2d. 304 (Utah 1988)
and the well established principles of: Equitable Distribution of Property ( by Brett
R.Turner) The Court please note that the trial Court made no findings to the effect
of the sources of the marital assets and the reasons for the grant of all the assets
to the respondent and the liabilities and outdated promissary notes to the
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appellant. Further the trial Court failed to make any findings as to the lack of any
discovery in the matter despite filings of Interrogatories and requests for
productions of documents. The Court should have also noted the advice of the
appellant's counsel which was contrary to the agreement as shown in the Divorce
Decree. In short the trial Court made serious and substantial errors in not
distributing the assets of the marital estate fairly and equitably.
I I I . Rule 1.1 of Rules of Professional Conduct require an attorney to
provide competent legal representation with legal knowledge, skills, thoroughness
and loyalty to the client In this case the lawyers did not even comprehend,the
tactics used by the respondent and her counsel to abuse and take advantage of
this sick and elderly Appellant. The Appellant argues that if his counsel had been
competent these issues would have been litigated in the lower court and the court
would have been better informed to make a proper and just settlement between
the parties involved. The healthy and younger respondent is living in the house
that was completely build by the money of the appellant at this time and date of
this appeal, and she had already sold the building lot for the value mentioned,
$68,000.00, while the Appellant is struggling with the help from friends and
church and does not even have funds to hire a legal counsel. In the light of
Stewart v. Sullivan, 29 Utah 2nd 156, 506 P2d.74 (1973) it is argued that the
Appellant had incompetent legal representation and the injustice is so grave that
he is entitled to the review of the merits by this Court for remand for a fair trial.

It is further argued that the rights of the appellant has been denied, either
by intent or fraud, or incompetence of counsel, these rights are supported by
Constitution of the United States of America, Utah State Constitution, and certain
State Statutes as addressed in the issues portion of this appeal, additionally in
case law.
The Appellant would have this court take judicial notice that certain
personal property, namely jewelry and fur pieces (mink coat, stole, jacket and
hat,) left by his deceased mother to him, was taken by the respondent and has
never been returned to the appellant, Valued at $75,000 to $100,000. See
Exhibit # 5. Appellant attempted to recover said stolen personal property from
respondent, and did in fact file a criminal report with Utah County Sheriff, and due
to repeated interference of Appellee's counsel the statute of limitation had run
and the Utah County attorney refuses to prosecute the respondent, see Exhibit #
16, again denying the appellant rights of redress in the court.
RELIEF SOUGHT
Appellant prays that the Court remand the matter to the trial Court for finding facts
and making a distribution of marital assets fairly and equitably between the
parties.
Dated this 9th day of February 2004.
Appellant pro se
Gilbert Freedman, Appellant

__
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I have mailed and correct copies of the foregoing brief
of Appellant via us mail, postage prepaid, or as otherwise noted to the following
this 9th day of February 2004, postage prepaid via the USPS.
Utah Court of Appeals
PO Box 140230
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0230

Delivered by hand

Clayne I. Corey, Esq.
948 E. Ft. Union Ave #C-1
Midvale, UT 84047

Via U.S. Mail, Prepaid

Gilbert Freedmari
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EXHIBIT. %

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this YL/day of Mai d y 1997, by and between
Laurie L. Barnett fka Laurie L. Freedman (hereinafter "Plaintiff) and Gilbert Freedman (hereinafter
"Defendant').
IN CONSIDERATION of the mutual promises herein contained, the parties agree as follows:
1.

Plaintiff hereby assigns, negotiates, transfers and conveys to Defendant all promissory

notes and other evidence of indebtedness heretofore executed by Starfire Industries, Inc., and/or Gil
Freedman wherein Plaintiff is named as payee or co-payee and all security agreements, liens, mortgages
or trust deeds securing the obligations stated in said promissory notes. It is understood and agreed that
any and all claims and causes of action arising out of the obligations and indebtedness described in said
promissory notes, security agreements, liens, mortgages or trust deeds shall be the sole and exclusive
property of Defendant. As used herein, the term "promissory notes" means any and all promissory
notes heretofore executed by Starfire Industries and/or Defendant wherein Plaintiff is a payee or copayee including, but not limited to, the following:
Promissory note dated March 26, 1993 in the principle sum of $5,000; Promissory note dated
October 20, 1990, in the principle sum of $167,000; Promissory note dated October 20, 1990,
in the principle sum of $26,617; Promissory note dated October 29, 1985, in the principle sum
of $40,000, Promissory note dated March 24, 1993 in the principle sum of $5,000; Promissory
note dated February 10, 1993, in the principle sum of $6,650.51; Promissory note dated January
21, 1992, in the principle sum of $2,000; Promissory note dated October 23, 1990 in the
principle sum of $30,000; Promissory note dated January 20, 1993, in the principle sum of

$4,748.79; Promissory note dated February 18, 1992 in the principle sum of $9,339; Promissory
note dated February 7,1992, in the principle sum of $26,839; Promissory note dated November
29, 1991, in the principle sum of $1,352.28; Promissory note dated October 31, 1991, in the
principle sum of $16,139; Promissory note dated September 6, 1991, in the principle sum of
$9,339.00; Promissory note dated August 27, 1991 in the principle sum of $2,798.85;
Promissory note dated March 12, 1991, in the principle sum of $80,000; Promissory note dated
October 15, 1990, in the principle sum of $20,000; Promissory note dated October 4, 1990, in
the principle sum of $30,000; Promissory note dated September 26, 1990, in the principle sum
of $30,000; Promissory note dated March 11,1991, in the principle sum of $6,000. Promissory
note dated January 24,1991, in the principle sum of $6,000; Promissory note dated July 1, 1984
in the principle sum of $74,200; Promissory note dated December 11, 1986, in the principle sum
of $167,000; Promissory note dated November 2, 1989, in the principle sum of $4,000;
Promissory note dated October 20,1990 in the principle sum of $249,304.42; Promissory note
dated September 29, 1989, in the principle sum of $50,500; Promissory note dated November
2, 1989 in the principle sum of $25,000; Promissory note dated January, 11, 1989, in the
principle sum of $25,000; Promissory note dated January 11, 1989, in the principle sum of
$25,000; Promissory note dated November 2, 1989, in the principle sum, of $70,000;
Promissory note dated January 17, 1989, in the principle sum of $70,000; Promissory note
dated January 17, 1989, in the principle sum of $10,000; Promissory note dated January 18,
1989, in the principle sum of $50,000; Promissory note dated January 19, 1989, in the principle
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sum of $10,000; Promissory note dated November 4, 1985, in the principle sum of $40,000;
Promissory note dated October 29, 1985, in the principle sum of $40,000; Promissory note
dated November 2, 1989, in the Principle Sum of $75,000; Promissory note dated February 9,
1989, in the principle sum of $75,000; Promissory note dated February 9, 1989, in the principle
sum of $75,000- Promissory note dated February 8, 1989, in the principle sum of $35,000;
Promissory note dated February 9, 1989, in the principle sum of $10,000; Promissory note
dated February 7, 1989, in the principle sum of $10,000; Promissory note dated February 6,
1989, in the principle sum of $20,000; Promissory note dated February 9, 1989, in the principle
sum of $10,000; Promissory note dated September 29, 1989, in the principle sum of $10,000;
Promissory note dated September 22, 1989, in the principle sum of $10,000; Promissory note
dated February 28,1991, in the principle sum of $26,617.26; Promissory note dated September
29, 1989, in the principle Sum of $50,500; Promissory note dated July 1, 1984, in the principle
sum of $74,200. As used herein, the term "Security Agreements, Liens, Mortgages or Trust
Deeds" means any document granting a security interest or other lien or encumbrance on any
real or personal property held as collateral for the Promissory Notes. Plaintiff warrants and
represents that the Promissory Notes assigned herein constitute all indebtedness of Starfire
Industries and/or Defendant owed to her on the date of this Agreement, excepting the
obligations expressly created by the terms and provisions of this Agreement. Plaintiff further
warrants and represents that she has not heretofore assigned, negotiated or otherwise
transferred any rights or interests in the Promissory Notes to any other person or entity.
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Plaintiff shall deliver the originals of the Promissory notes at the time of the execution of this
Agreement.
2.

Plaintiff shall fully pay and discharge all personal indebtedness hereinafter described

and covenants and agrees to indemnify Defendant, and save Defendant personally harmless with
respect to the claims of the following creditors: Transworid Mortgage Company (indebtedness secured
by the family home in the approximate sum of $60,000); Scalley & Reading (indebtedness in the
approximate sum of $9,000), Bombardier Capital (indebtedness in the approximate sum of $110,000);
Cohne, Rappaport & Segal (indebtedness in the approximate sum of $8,000); Maxine Barnett
(indebtedness in the approximate sum of $100,000). However, Plaintiff does not agree to assume any
debt owing by Starfire, only the personal indebtedness set forth herein.
3.

Defendant shall fully pay and discharge ail indebtedness hereinafter described and

covenants and agrees to indemnify Plaintiff, and save Plaintiff harmless with respect to the claims of
the following creditors: Star Brand, Inc., (indebtedness in the approximate sum of $22,000); Utah State
Tax Commission (indebtedness in the approximate sum of $21,000); Coast Distributing (amount of
indebtedness unknown). Provided, however, that Defendant reserves the right to dispute his liability
or the amount of indebtedness asserted by the foregoing creditors, but shall fully pay and discharge
such indebtedness which he unsuccessfully disputes.
4.

Any debt or obligation not mentioned in paragraphs 2 or 3 shall be paid and discharged

by the party who incurred the debt and the incurring party shall indemnify the other party, and save the
party harmless, with respect to the claims of said undisclosed creditor.
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5.

Plaintiff and Defendant will use their best efforts to defend any claims asserted by the

Small Business Administration or any bank making a loan guaranteed by the Small Business
Administration. To the extent either party violates this best efforts obligation such party shall be
responsible for any damage or judgment proximately caused by the failure of such party to comply with
this best efforts agreement. In the event both parties comply with this best efforts obligation, and the
Small Business Administration (or any bank loaning money guaranteed by the Small Business
Administration) obtains, a judgment against Plaintiff and Defendant, or Plaintiff and Defendant settle
and compromise such claims and thereby create indebtedness, each party shall pay fifty percent (50%)
of said indebtedness.
6.

Plaintiff and Defendant irrevocably waive any claim to alimony.

7.

Defendant shall have the option to continue the existing policy of medical insurance

obtained by Plaintiff through her employer pursuant to the Federal COBRA legislation to the extent
permitted by said legislation and/or the insurance policy. Defendant shall be solely responsible for the
payment of the premium attributable to the medical coverage under said policy.
8.

Plaintiff and Defendant have agreed, without the advice or consultation with their

respective attorneys, and, in the case of Defendant, contrary to the advice of his attorney, that Plaintiff
shall be awarded all right, title and interest in and to any real property currently titled in the name of
Plaintiff and acquired by the parties, or either of them, during the course of the marriage, and she shall
be awarded all stocks, bonds, investment accounts, IRAs, or retirement funds held jointly or in
Plaintiffs name. Provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall be construed to grant Plaintiff
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any rights in any leasehold interest Defendant has or hereafter acquires in the real property situated at
619 South 600 West, Salt Lake City, Utah.
9.

The parties have agreed between themselves, without the involvement, counsel or

advice of their attorneys, to a division of all personal property acquired by either party prior to the
marriage, or acquired by Plaintiff and/or Defendant during the marriage. Pursuant to an agreement
between the parties, the terms and provisions of the personal property division have not been disclosed
to either attorney. The non-disclosure of the terms and provisions of this personal property division
by Defendant to his attorney is contrary to the advice of Defendant's attorney.
10.

Plaintiff and Defendant shall rach be solely responsible for the payment of all costs and

attorneys fees that party incurred in the prosecution and/or defense of the divorce action.
11.

Plaintiff and Defendant shall each pay 50% of indebtedness to Jay Marguiss with

respect to the appraisal of the family home.
12

The parties acknowledge that this Agreement resolves all issues raised by the pleadings

in their divorce action and that a decree of divorce may be entered by the Court consistent with the
terms and provisions of this Agreement.
13.

A material and critical provision of this Settlement Agreement is the desire of the

parties to keep their financial affairs and the terms and provisions of this Agreement confidential.
Accordingly, in order to obtain the benefits of this Agreement, the parties mutually agree and stipulate
as follows:
a.

the telefax from Defendant's counsel dated November 27, 1996, transmitting a

6

proposed Order with a property schedule attached shall be removedfromthe Court
file;
b.

The Order entered by the Court on November 27,1996, which attached an itemization
of property shall be removed from the Court file;

c.

two unexecuted Pre-trial Orders containing schedules of personal property shall be
removedfromthe Court file;

d.

the Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff s Motion to Strike Pleadings and Enter
Default or in the alternative to Preclude DefendantfromIntroducing Evidence, at Trial
dated November 29, 1996, shall be removed from the Court file;

e.

a letter dated November 22,1996, containing a schedule of personal property shall be
removedfromthe Court file.

The parties further stipulate to the entry of an order that the Courtfilein the divorce action be sealed
so that the contents thereof shall not be revealed to any person except upon an order of the Court after
a showing of good cause wherein Plaintiff and Defendant shall have therightto be heard.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement in the state of Utah, on
the date first above written.

EXHIBIT 1 3

4TH DISTRICT CT - AF DEPT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LAURIE BARNETT vs. GILBERT FREEDMAN
SE NUMBER 990101236 Eviction

CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE
HOWARD H. MAETANI
PARTIES
Plaintiff - LAURIE BARNETT
8895 W BULL RIVER ROAD
LEHI, UT 84043
Represented by: RANDALL D LUND
Represented by: CLAYNE I COREY
Defendant - GILBERT FREEDMAN
8895 W BULL RIVER ROAD
LEHI, UT 84043
R e p r e s e n t e d by: GARY H. WEIGHT
R e p r e s e n t e d b y . SCOTT E WILLIPsMS
ACCOUNT SUMMARY

TOTAL REVENUE

Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Credit:
Balance:

177.00
177.00
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COMPLAINT 0K-2K
Amount Due:
37.00
Amount Paid:
37.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
0.00
Balance:
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COUNTER
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance

10K-MORE
90.00
90.00
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: JURY DEMAND - CIV
Amount Due
50.00
Amount Paid
50.00
Amount Credit
0.00
Balance
0.00

r i n t e d : 0 5 / 3 0 / 0 0 10:39:43
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CASE NUMBER 990101236 Eviction
Amount Due :
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit
Balance:

6.25
6.25
0.00
0.00

CASE NOTE
PROCEEDINGS
D7-01-99
37-06-99
37-06-99
37-06-99
37-06-99

Case filed by karenh
Judge MAETANI assigned.
Filed: Complaint 0-2K
Fee Account created
Total Due:
37.00
COMPLAINT 0K-2K
Payment Received:
Note: Code Description: COMPLAINT 0K-2K
)7-20-99 Filed: Answer, Counterclaim and Jury Demand
GILBERT FREEDMAN

37.00

Filed: Counter 10K-MORE
Filed: Demand Civil Jury
Fee Account created
Total Due:
90.00
Fee Account created
Total Due:
50.00
COUNTER 10K-MORE
Payment Received:
90.00
Note: Code Description: COUNTER 10K-MORE; Code
Description: DEMAND CIVIL JURY
Payment Received:
50.00
7--21--99 JURY DEMAND - CIVIL
7--28--99 Filed: Plaintiff's Response to Defendants Counterclaim
7--28--99 Filed: Request for Trial Setting
7--30--99 Filed: Objection to Plaintiff!s Request for Trial Setting and
Motion to Transfer to Provo Department
7--30--99 Filed: Request for Hearing
8--06--99 Note: I called Mr. Moody's office to set this case for oral
argument. Mr.Moody has withdrawn and Mr. Clayne Corey is now
counsel for the plaintiff.
3-06-99 Notice - NOTICE for Case 990101236 ID 143650
ORAL ARGUMENT is scheduled.
Date: 09/29/1999
Time: 09:00 a.m.
Location; Courtroom 1
Fourth District Court
98 North Center
American Fork, UT 84003
Before Judge: HOWARD H. MAETANI
i-06-99 ORAL ARGUMENT scheduled on September 29, 1999 at 09:00 AM in
Courtroom 1 with Judge MAETANI.
1-11-99 Filed: Withdrawal of Counsel (J Grant Moody for Laurie
Barnett)
>-08-99 ORAL ARGUMENT Cancelled.

)7--20--99
)7--20--99
>7--21--99
17--21--99
(7--21--99

inted: 01/14/04 13:27:14
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karenh
karenh
karenh
karenh
karenh
jennig
3 ennig
j ennig
jennig
jennig
j ennig
3ennig
jennig
jennig
jennig
jennig
3 ennig
jennig

3ennig
jennig
karenh

09-27-99 Minute Entry - RULING ON MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL
jenr
Judge: MAETANI, HOWARD H.
Clerk: jennig
The court will allow Mr. Williams to withdraw as defense counsel.
Mr. Lund is to send the defendant Notice to Appoint Successor
Counsel. After the court receives the notice, Oral Argument will
be set. The Oral Argument scheduled for 9-29-99 is cancelled.

Judge MAETANI, HOWARD H.
09-30-99 Filed: Notice to Appoint Counsel or Apear
10-06-99 Filed: Ruling on Motion to Withdraw as Counsel returned in
mail--no longer at this address.
11-12-99 Notice - NOTICE for Case 990101236 ID 743495
ORAL ARGUMENT is scheduled.
Date: 12/07/1999
Time: 09:30 a.m.
Location: Courtroom 1
Fourth District Court
98 North Center
American Fork, UT 84003
Before Judge: HOWARD H. MAETANI
Ll-12-99 ORAL ARGUMENT scheduled on December 07, 1999 at 09:30 AM in
Courtroom 1 with Judge MAETANI.
\L-22-99 Filed: Notice of Oral Argument mailed to Gilbert Freedman at
8895 W Bull River Rd, Lehi, UT, returned in mail "Attempted,
not known"
2-07-99 Minute Entry - Minutes for ORAL ARGUMENT
Judge:
HOWARD H. MAETANI
Clerk:
jilll
PRESENT

jenni
jilll
jilll

jilll
karenl
jilll

Plaintiff's Attorney(s) : RANDY LUND
Audio
Tape Number:
99190
Tape Count: 6609

HEARING
TAPE: 99190
COUNT: 6609
Judgment granted. Randy Lund will prepare Judgment.
2-15-99 Filed: ORDER AND JUDGMENT FILED, PULLED FOR JUDGE
2-16-99 Filed order: Order and Judgment
Judge hmaetani
Signed December 15, 1999

•inted: 05/30/00 10:39:49
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karenh
jilll

uioc, lNunojCiK yyuxuiidJb E v i c t i o n
12-16-99 Judgment #1 Entered
Debtor:
GILBERT FREEDMAN
Creditor: LAURIE BARNETT
8,694.00 Total Judgment - Set aside
8,694.00 Judgment Grand Total
12-16-99 Filed judgment: Judgment on Pleading
Judge hmaetani
Signed December 15, 1999
01-28-00 Filed: Answer
GILBERT FREEDMAN

jilll

jilll
jilll

02-02-00 Notice - NOTICE for Case 990101236 ID 904854
jilll
LAW & MOTION is scheduled.
Date: 03/07/2000
Time: 09:30 a.m.
Before Judge: HOWARD H. MAETANI
02-02-00 LAW Sc MOTION scheduled on March 07, 2000 at 09:30 AM with Judge
MAETANI.
jilll
03-02-00 Filed: Notice of appearance of counsel
missie
03-07-00 Minute Entry - Minutes for Law & Motion
karren
Judge:
HOWARD H. MAETANI
Clerk:
karrent
PRESENT
Plaintiff(s): LAURIE BARNETT
Defendant(s): GILBERT FREEDMAN
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): RANDY LUND
Defendant's Attorney(s): GARY WEIGHT
Audio
Tape Number:
0031
Tape Count: 1132

HEARING
Oral Argument: All parties present. Arguments heard. Judge sets
aside default judgment. Case set for PTC on March 29, 2000 at 9:30
a.m. At PTC both parties need to convince Judge that this case
shouldn't be a part of the divorce decree.
Defense counsel will prepare order to set aside default judgment.
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled.
Date: 03/29/2000
Time: 09:30 a.m.
Before Judge: HOWARD H. MAETANI
13-07-00 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on March 29, 2000 at 09:30 AM
with Judge MAETANI.
karrenl
3-27-00 Filed: Order Setting Aside Default Judgment
karenh
3-29-00 Notice - NOTICE for Case 990101236 ID 931861
jilll
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled.

rinted: 05/30/00 10:39:53
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CASE NUMBER 990101236 Eviction
Date: 05/23/2000
Time: 01:00 p.m.
Location: Courtroom 1
Fourth District Court
98 North Center
American Fork, UT 84003
before Judge HOWARD H. MAETANI
33-29-00 Minute Entry - Minutes for Pretrial Conference
Judge:
HOWARD H. MAETANI
Clerk:
jilll
PRESENT

jilll

Defendant(s): GILBERT FREEDMAN
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): RANDALL D LUND
Defendant's Attorney(s): GARY H. WEIGHT
Audio
Tape Number:
0046
Tape Count: 4962

HEARING
TAPE: 0046
COUNT: 4962
Defendant's attorney has 10 days to file Counterclaim &
Plaintiff's attorney has 10 days to respond. Case set for NJT
5/23/00
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled.
Date: 05/23/2000
Time: 01:00 p.m.
Location:: Courtroom 1
Fourth District Court
98 North Center
American Fork, UT 84003
before Judge HOWARD H. MAETANI
3-29-00 Filed order: Order Setting Aside Default Judgment
Judge hmaetani
Signed March 29, 2000
3-29-00 Judgment #1 Modified Disposition: Set aside
3-29-00 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on May 23, 2000 at 01:00 PM in
Courtroom 1 with Judge MAETANI.
4-04-00 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on May 23, 2000 at 01:00 PM in Courtroom
1 with Judge MAETANI.
4-04-00 Notice - NOTICE for Case 990101236 ID 934358
BENCH TRIAL.
Date: 5/23/2000
Time: 01:00 p.m.
Location: Courtroom 1
Fourth District Court
98 North Center

rinted: 05/30/00 10:39:55
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jilll
jilll
jilll
jilll
jilll

WIOD

wuMtfttK yyuiui236 Eviction

American Fork, UT 84003
Before Judge: HOWARD H. MAETANI
The reason for the change is Correct calendar
U4-04-00 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE Cancelled.
Reason: At the request of the Defendant.
04-10-00 Filed: Certificate of Service by Mailing
04-10-00 Filed: Amended Answer and Counterclaim
04-14-00 Filed: Motion to Transfer
04-28-00 Filed: Certificate of Service by Mailing
05-19-00 Note: Gary Weight called, he will be making a motion to
transfer case to Provo Court domestic div.
05-22-00 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled.
Reason: At the request of the Defendant.
05-26-00 Filed: Order Transferring Case co be signed
05-30-00 Filed order: Order Transferring Case
Judge hmaetani
Signed May 30, 2000

rinted: 05/30/00 10:39:56
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IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT, AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT
UTAH CW^TY, STATE OF UTAH

RECEIPT OF FILE

Receipt of the American Fork District Court Case No. 990101236
entitled: LAURIE BARNETT vs GILBERT FREEDMAN
is hereby acknowledged.

Date Received:

By; M A P T A WB-rf-nNlfrTONl
Tide: AT7MIN1 ASSfemKT
Court: f f o W New Case No.:

^

Vl<XWCT

CW\cJ-

Claynel. Corey (A5847)
RanriflllD. Lund (A5617)
COREY & LUND
948 East 7145 South, Suite C-103
Salt Lake City, Utah 84047
Telephone: (801) 255-2552
Attorneyfor Plaintiff'

m THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY,
STATE OF UTAH, AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT
LAURIE BARNETT
Plaintiff;

;
]}

v.

\

GILBERT FREEDMAN,

;i

Defendant.

]

ORDER AND JUDGMENT

Case No. 990101236

On December 7,1999, Plaintiff's Motion for Entry of Default Judgment came for hearing
before the Honorable Howard H. Maetani. Plaintiff was represented by her counsel, Randall D.
Lund of Corey & Lund. Defendant was not present and was not represented by counsel. Having
reviewed Plaintiff's Memorandum, the Court record and having heard the argument by Plaintiff's
Counsel, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED THAT:
1.

Judgment is entered in favor of Plaintiff;

2.

Defendant is ordered to pay Plaintiff for lost rent for the months of June through
August 1999, in the amount of one thousand six hundred andfiftydollars.
($1,650.00);

Pursuant to Utah's Unlawful Detainer Statute, as set-forth in Utah Code Ann., §
78-36-10, the amount of damages is trebled to four thousand nine hundred and
fifty dollars ($4,950.00);
Defendant is ordered to pay Plaintiff reasonable attorneys' fees in the amount of
three thousand seven hundred and forty four dollars ($3,744.00); and
Judgment in favor of the Plaintiff in the total amount of eight thousand six hundred
and ninety four dollars ($8,694.00) is hereby ordered.

DATED this

day of December, 1999.

The Honorable Howard H. Maetani
Fourth District Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

On this /y

day of /2#&<uUpf.

1999,1 deposited in the United States Mail,

postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order and Judgment to the following:
Gilbert Freedman
P.O. Box 250
Lehi, UT 84043

January 20, 2000

Honorable Judge Howard H. Maetani
Forth District Court
State of Utah
American Fork Department
Regarding: Case number 990101236
Laurie Barnett vs. Gilbert Freedman
I am writing in regards to the enclosed judgement, which was sent by Laurie Barnett's
attorney, Mr. Corey. I received the judgement at post office box 250 in Lehi, Utah 84043.
I would like to inform you that I have never received any notice of a trial, a pending
hearing or a hearing date. If I had known about it, I would have gladly attended with an
attorney and supporting evidence. Unfortunately, the notice was sent to my former
home, where Laurie Barnett still resides. Instead of forwarding the notice to me, Ms.
Barnett refused it. Since I've had the PO Box for over 4 years, I know that Ms. Barnett
knows the address. I pick up my mail every Wednesday and Saturday I had no way of
defending myself if I didn't receive the proper notice.
Ms. Barnett failed to mention the thousands of dollars I spent on the house after our
divorce for a new roof, materials, labor and laborers to repair and maintain the house,
swimming pool, electrical, etc. Ms. Barnett refused to reimburse me but I couldn't keep
on asking for the money because of her cruel and violent treatment towards me.
I want to keep this letter as short as possible, but if you could please look over the article
I have enclosed, I would greatly appreciate it. I think you will find that Ms. Barnett cashed
the June check and refused the July check. Then in mid July, he had me removed from
the house on false charges. I feel Ms. Barnett is using the legal system to her own
advantage to ruin me.
I would gladly take a polygraph test and would also like to have Ms. Barnett take one to
see who is telling the truth in this matter and also in the preceding case held in Judge
Fred D. Howard's court room (case No. 990402668).
I thank you for your consideration.
Yours truly,

Gil Freeman
PO Box 250
Lehi, UT 84043-0250
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(to Zd 1153 AH 'CO
1 GARY H. WEIGHT, P.C. (3415)
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN
2 Attorneys for Defendant
43 East 200 North, P.O. Box "L"
Provo,
UT 84603-0200
3
Telephone: 373-4912
4
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
5
MUNICIPAL DIVISION - AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT
6
7 LAURIE BARNETT,
8
9
10

: ORDER SETTING ASIDE
: DEFAULT JUDGMENT
:
: Case No. 990101236 EV

Plaintiff,
vs.
GILBERT FREEDMAN,

: Judge: Howard H. Maetani
:

Defendant.

11
12

This matter came before the Court on March 7,2000 for hearing on Defendant's Motion to Set

13 Aside Default Judgment. Plaintiff appeared in person and with counsel Randall D. Lund. Defendant
14 appeared in person and with counsel Gary H Weight. Counsel for the parties presented argument to the
15 Court on the issue setting aside the Default Judgment. The Court being advised in the premises and good
16 cause appeared therefore enters the following:
17
18

ORDER SETTING ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT
The Court hereby sets aside the Default Judgment entered in this matter. This matter is set forth

19 Pretrial Hearing on March 29, 2000 at 9:30 a.m. Counsel for the parties are instructed to be prepared
20 to discuss whether or not this case should be referred to and consolidated with the divorce proceedings
21
22
23

of the parties in the Fourth District Court for Utah County in Case Number 954400884DA.
DATED this " I day of March, 2000
BYTHEQ

St*/*j*C^7f^<ftt*£*/Za*t4;

24
25

HOWARD H. MAETANI
District Court Judge

HI

MAILING CERTIFICATE

2 ||

I hereby certify that I mailed, postage prepaid, this 7-/^ day of March, 2000, a copy of the
foregoing to the following:

•? n
4 ||
5 ||
6

Randall D. Lund
Attorney at Law
948 East 7145 South, Suite C-103
Salt Lake City, Utah 84047

7
NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUBMIT FOR SIGNATURE
8
TO RANDALL D. LUND, ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF:
9
You will please take notice that the undersigned attorney for Defendant will submit the above and
10
foregoing Order to the Honorable Howard H. Maetani for his signature upon the expiration of five (5)
11
days from the date of this notice, plus three (3) days for mailing, unless written objection isfiledprior
12
to that time pursuant to Rule 4-504 of the Utah Rules of Judicial Administration.
13
DATED this ?JU day of March, 2000.
14
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLTN
15
16
17 [
18"
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

~GAp>H. WEIGHT
Attorney for Defendant

FILED
Fourth Judicial District Court
of Utah County, State of Utah

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

LAURIE BARNETT,
NOTICE OF TRANSFER
Plaintiff,
Case Number 000401790
vs.
GILBERT FREEDMAN,

JUDGE: STEVEN L HANSEN
DIV7

Defendant.

Notice is given that the above-entitled matter is transfecred to another division of the
Fourth District Court in Provo, The Honorable Steven L. Hansen presiding. Any
correspondence or pleadings should be directed to Judge Steven L Hansen, Division 7, at the
Fourth District Court, 125 N100 W, Provo UT 84601.
DATED this V ^ day of April, 2001.

T-W.

PAUL SHEFFIELD,''6>urt Executive
cc:

Gary H Weight, 43 E 200 N, PO Box L, Provo UT 84603
Clayne I Corey, Creekview Plaza, 948 E 7145 S Ste C-103, Salt Lake City UT 84047-1714

B.

FILED
Deputy

1 1 CLAYNEL COREY (No. 5847)
COREY & ASSOCIATES
2 || CREEKVEW PLAZA SUITE C-103
948 EAST 7145 SOUTH
3 || SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84047-4495
TELEPHONE-. {801)255-2552
4 11 FACSIMILE: (801)255-9566

Attorney for Plaintiff

mTHE^R

LAURIE BARNETT,
Plaintiff,

_ICIAL DISTRICT COURT
Y, STATE OF UTAH

ORDER OF CONSOLIDATION

vs.
GILBERT FREEDMAN,
Defendant

Case No. 954400884
Judge Steven L. Hansen

This matter having come before the Court for hearing on June 21, 2001, Plaintiff being
present and represented by her attorney, Clayne L Corey of the lawfirmof Corey & Associates LC
and Defendant being present and represented by his attorney, Brian C. Harrison, and the Court
having heard the arguments of the parties, being fully advised therein, and having considered the
Stipulation of the parties;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED:
1.

For purposes of these proceedings, the cases known as Civil No. 000401790, Fourth

Judicial District Court - Provo Department (Civil No. 990101236, as transferred from American
Fork Department to the Provo Department) will be consolidated into Civil No. 954400884, Fourth
Judicial District Court - Provo Department.
2.

The issue of attorney's fees shall be reserved, in ail matters, for further hearing.

1
2

DATED this

%f

day of August, 2002.
BY THE COURT:

4

\F IN fl;-.

5
6

loiiorable Steven L. Hi
District Court Judge

7
8
9
10
11
tt
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Approved as to form:

L^

Rex B, Bushman

EXHIBIT: if

Laurie and I purchased 1.602 acres of vacant land in Charleston, Utah, on Highway 189
across the road from Deer Creek Reservoir in about 1980.
The broker was Phil Mattingly at United Farm Bureau in Heber, Utah. The seller was
Clyde Barraclough. We paid $16,500, my $12,500 and a 1979 Ford Pinto (value
$4,000). Laurie insisted that the lot be put in her name only. I had Western Paving
Company pave the access and driveway and put in pipe posts on both sides and a
chain across. I paid about $1,000 for the job (see attached affidavit). I supplied the
posts and chain.
After applying for a building permit and well permit, in the long waiting period I saw an
ad in the Salt Lake Tribune for a large unfinished house on five acres in Lehi, Utah. We
purchased the property from Murray First Thrift. Bob Sidwell, was the loan officer that I
made this deal with.
In lieu of copies of checks, deeds, trust deeds, etc., removed by my ex-wife, Laurie
Barnett from my two four-drawer Hon file cabinets and papers and documents Laurie
wouldn't give me prior to our divorce, in spite of document requests etc., I submit the
following:
In about April 1985, my brother Howard S. Freedman and myself, Gilbert Freedman,
sold 3/4 acres of land on the Ventura Freeway at the Hampshire offramp in the city of
Thousand Oaks, California for one million dollars, to be paid in three annual payments
and divided between my brother Howard and myself. The sale had been pending for
several years.
The purchaser was "Willow Storage" Chaparral Land Co., Lionel Salen, Travers J.
Grindall, and Duane Levy at 2660 Townsgate Road, West Lake Village, CA 91361. The
purchase price was paid off as agreed. My father Irving H. Freedman purchased the
land for my mother, my brother and myself in about 1968. I believe Laurie Barnett was
about 12 years old, living in Clovis, California with her mother when the purchase took
place. My mother later deeded her share to my brother and I.
I now have documents to prove the payment of $500,000 to me from Chaparral Land
Co. showing I paid for this home and property, not Laurie Barnett's family, who
contributed nothing.
My mother also loaned and gave me money for part of the down payment on the Bull
River property in November of 1981, as she did for my brother, Howard, for him to build
his new home in the Country Club section of Salt Lake. The other part came from cash
I saved from my weekly paycheck (see enclosed affidavit from Paul Allen). The seller
was Murray First Thrift. The purchase price was $182,500. As I remember, I put down
almost $100,000. Laurie didn't have any money and she certainly didn't get any money
from her family, contrary to what she told Judge Hansen and Judge Howard and in her
affidavits.

The only thing Laurie and I got was silver plate ice bucket, that had been repaired, from
her mother. There was never any money given to us from Laurie's side of the family. I
paid my mother back most of the money and she forgave part of it because of the care I
gave her and my father prior to their passing away. Laurie seemed to think it would be
a good idea to put the house and our lot in her name because of our age difference. I
was 28 years older than her. I loved her so I did. At that time, she wasn't yelling,
screaming, belittling and blackmailing me. It was all part of Laurie's plan of setting me
up for the future.
I also paid for all the improvements to the property, pool, additions, etc. I have affidavits
from some of the contractors. She may have written the checks, but it was my money.
The Bull River property is worth somewhere around a million dollars today with the
added improvements and square footage.
I have been working for years, tracking down people. Some have passed away, moved
and papers destroyed. It takes a lot of research to reproduce the papers that were
taken. The lot in Charleston sat for years and around the time of our divorce, the
people who owned the lot next to our lot contacted us. They wanted to trade a lot in
Highland, Utah for ours. I spoke to them first, then Laurie made the deal; she kept me
out of it.
Since Laurie and I had agreed between us to sell the Highland lot and split the
proceeds, I made a sign and placed it on the property. I put both phone numbers on it,
hers and mine (see attached photo). I answered several calls and spoke to Faye
Mounteer, the purchaser and arranged a meeting with Laurie. Faye owned the house
next to the lot and needed extra ground because she had built too close to her property
line. Laurie sold the lot, kept the money and wouldn't talk about it.
Laurie never took a deduction on our tax return for the real estate taxes on the
Charleston lot, but paid the taxes out of a separate checking account. I should have
realized she had plans of cheating me out of my share. I guess "love is blind."

(SPACE BELOW FOR FILING STAMP ONLY)
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Attorneys for

Roger C. S t e r n
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7
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8|

FOR THE OOl^TTY OF VEl'TUPA

9
10
11

Estate of

12

IRVING H. FREEDMAN r

13

No. P-62232
)

Deceased.

ASSIGNMENT OF INTEREST IN ESTATE

)

14
15

FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the

16

undersigned does hereby assign and transfer all of her right, title and interest

17

in-and to the assets of the within entitled estate, in equal shares, share and

18

share-alike, to her sons, IKWARD FREEDMAN and GHBERT FREEDMAN, absolutely and

19

forever.

20

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 1020.1 of the Probate Code of the

21

State of California, the undersigned alleges that this Assignment is made

22

pursuant to an estate plan entered into by me on or about December 29, 1978

23

upon-advice of my counsel and my tax advisor.

24

by me on that date is attached hereto and made a part hereof as fully as if set

25

forth at length herein.

26

A copy of the document executed

The real property described in said document was owned, in part, by the

27

estate of the within named decedent as to an undivided l/3rd interest, and was

28

sold in the course of these probate proceedings.

I have, since 1978, yearly

executed the appropriate notices under the gift plan, and this Assign.-re.nt is
a confirmation of that plan.
The assets of the estate on hand for distribution to roe in the above
matter are cash and an undivided l/3rd interest in a note secured by deed of
trust on the real property described in the attached copy of the gift plan.
DATED: August $Q

, 1985

SrV^ffSI^

CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN

On August %(0

, 1985, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and

for the State of Utah, County of ^ 7 h

/J/

9

^

personally

*

O

appeared CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN, kncwn personally to me to be the person vfaose name
is subscribed to this ASSIGNMENT? OF INTEREST IM ESTATE, and acknowledged to me
that she executed the same of her cwn free will and volition, and upon the
advice of legal counsel.
WITNESS my hand and official seal on the day and year hereinabove first
written.

.v<

$ > .
'{^•J&£*~i*~i-J,'
NOTARY PUBLIC

Cfr*r**u4 ^6?

&-/A P 2

DO NOT DESTROY THIS NOTE: When paid, this note, with Deed of Trust securing same, must be surrendered to Trustee for cancellation,
before reconveyance will be made.

INTEREST

EXTRA

NOTE SECURED BY DEED OF TRUST
19. 85
In instalments as herein stated, for value received, I promise to pay to..t~J^!A..yA..STER[j!^^. .^^nA^r§1^r...yo..Pr..tne

$.ff&rmgo

Los. Angeles

. . _ California,

August J 4

^:t«..Qf..lw.im.H.«..Fim*m^
aa.uixIMdsLQnfett^
M/</M</J.M lt/3J..i.ntesti.,as.Ten.^.jn.CpnTronA
or..order.,...a.t. Salt. Lake. City.,. Utah
the sum of

.'

ZZZ.ZZ

SLX..B.UNQjO.^^^^

with interest from.AUg.U.S.i.j. L . . ^

.....onjuipaiinrincipal at the rate of

..per cent per annum, payable.

.Quarterly., b e g i n n i n g .„NovOTfae£__30,___f^_
; principal payable in instalments oi
,. v ... vv . I . v .,. I . v . r .,. vv . 1 . v ,. vv .,. v . f . vv . I . v . I . vv .,. v . l . rv . 1 . v . I . v .,. 1 . T .Dollars

mmmnianiuiui/im^^
miiHuuiiiiiiuuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuwuniHiM
..fOllOWS.:

HERt

.M35AM^..P.n....Auaurt.j0AJ186

y...kLLu..v'.£.L4u*.^...y.^

kUkUUUiLU1lUkiUU4iUiAlUmUIMI^il

c

6

c> 1

L-

nail such unpaid
Should interest not be paid when due it shall thereafter bear like interest as the pi
maximum rate permitted
interest so compounded exceed an amount equal to simple interest on the unpaid t
by law. The undersigned promises to pay costs of collection and reasonable attorn* , i^es whether or not suit is filed m
cast this note be not paid in accordance with its terms. Should default be made in the payment of any said instalments of principal or interest when due, then the whole sum of principal and interest shall become immediately due and payable.
Principal and interest payable in lawful money, of the United States of America. This note is secured by a Deed of Trust of
even date herewith to SECURITY PACIFIC N A T I O N A L BANK, a National Banking Association.

' \ i ^ T * ^ r VI ^ W ^ r

F.^.k

!^ P ° H

^iILL0R ^

a California General Partnersh
ALI NY i m a g i n g General Partner

n^^
053553

12-77*

25 1 0 Y

JLJUL
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Attorneys for

Roger C. S t e r n ,

A d m i n i s t r a t o r CT&iCMA*D D-DEAN, Countyc/

6
7
8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF VENTURA

10
11

E s t a t e of

12

IRVING H. FREEDMAN,

Case Number:

P 62232

RECEIPT FOR DISTRIBUTION

13
14

.

Deceased.

15
16

The

undersigned

does

17

cash and/or other

18

representing (1/2) one half

19

within entitled estate.

20

Dated:

October

assets

hereby

acknowledge

of his distributive share of the

,1985.

22

24
25
26
27
28

of

in the total value of $ 40,942.95.

21

23

receipt

HOWARD FREEDMAN
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Attorneys for

Roger C." S t e r n ,

FJCHASD D. DEAN, ^ n . y clerk
fty.W/ / / / / /
issuers
A d m i n i s t r a t o r CTA n*Py!y<-cu!1-> '-*!<

6
7
8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF VENTURA

10
11

Estate of

12

IRVING H. FREEDMAN,

)

Deceased.

)

Case Number:

P 62232

RECEIPT FOR DISTRIBUTION

13
14
15
16

The

undersigned

does

17

cash and/or other

18

representing (1/2) one half

19

within entitled estate.

20

Dated:

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

assets

October ^ o ,1985.

hereby

acknowledge

receipt

of

in the total value of $ 40,942.95,
of his distributive share of the
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K A H N . S T E R N . BLANEY & KiTTRELL
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
EQUITABLE AIRPORT CENTER
3959 WEST CENTURY BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES.

CALIFORNIA

9004S
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OCT 2 S 1935.

4
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j'-s

Attorneys for Roger C. S t e r n ,
Administrator CTA

r\rfly%

D. " " A ! . <Tci;r.,y d s r k

6
7
8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

FOR THE COUNTY OF VENTURA

10
11 Estate of
12

13

IRVING H.

No. P-62232
FREEDMAN,

Deceased.

)

)

Hearing:

October 4, 1985
Department 4 2
l(f:00 AM

14
15
16
17

ORDER SETTLING FIRST & FINA ACCOUNT AND REPORT OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR CTA, FOR APPROVAL OF STATUTORY & EXTRAORDINARY ATTORNEYS1 FEES, AND FOR DISTRIBUTION PURSUANT
TO ASSIGNMENT OF INTEREST IN ESTATE, SUBJECT TO WITHHOLDING OF TAX RESERVE PENDING RELEASE OF PERSONAL
LIABILITY OF ESTATE REPRESENTATIVE

18
19

The account, report and petition of Roger C. Stern, as

20 administrator with-will-annexed of the estate of the within named

// Si-

21 deceased, came on regularly for hearing on October A, 1985 in
22 Department 42 of the above entitled Court, the Honorable

23 I

, Judge presiding; and the Court, afte:

24

examining the account and report and hearing the evidence, finds:

25

That all notices of the hearing of such petition have been

26

given as required by law; that notice to creditors has been duly

27

given; that a federal estate tax return has been filed and there is

28

no federal estate tax due; that the statutory attorneys1 fees shoul<

1

be computed on the net income to the estate and should be based upc

2

$321,294.60, and should be in the amount of $7,625.89 and not as

3

prayed; that the balance of the allegations contained in said
petition are true, and that said account should be settled and
allowed as filed, and the petition granted.

6

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED BY THE COURT:

7

That notice to creditors has been duly given as required by

8
9

to the estate, after deducting the credits to which he is entitled,

11

a balance of $321,* 294.60, of which $99,628.27 is in cash, and the

12

remainder consists of the personal property hereinafter described,

cO
>< o

13

and said account and report is hereby approved, allowed and settled

si

14

accordingly.

in

B

8
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That the administrator CTA has in his possession, belonging

10

D

< u
-I O

law;

y- u
• -J

< 3 »u
O > o

«<

15

That from the cash on hand, the administrator is authorized

16

to pay to his attorneys, Kahn, Stern, Blaney & Kittrell, statutory

17

fees in the amount of $7,625.89 and extraordinary fees in the amoun

18

of $1,000.00.

0
J

19

That the administrator is authorize to withhold from distri-

20

bution a tax reserve of $10,000.00 pending release of personal

21

liability for fiduciary income taxes, said funds to be kept in an

22

interest bearing account and to be then disbursed to the benefi-

23

ciaries hereinafter named as their interests appear.

24

That the residue of decedent's estate on hand for distributio

25

as hereinafter described, and all other assets of decedent or his

26

estate, whether herein described or not, shall be distributed in

27
28

equal shares, share and share alike, to HOWARD FREEDMAN and GILBERT
FREEDMAN.

That the assets of decedent's estate,so far as the same are
2 || known, consist of the following:
3 ||

Cash, as aforesaid;

4

An undivided one-third interest in a promissory note in
the principal amount of $665,000.00, secured by deed of
trust dated August 14, 1985, executed by Willow Storage,
a California general partnership, to ROGER C. STERN, as
administrator CTA of the estate of Irving H. Freedman,
as to an undivided one-third interest., CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN,
a widow, as to an undivided one-third interest, and
HOWARD S. FREEDMAN, an unmarried man, as to an undivided
one-third interest, as tenants in common; payable interest
at 12% per annum quarterly commencing November 30, 1985,
and principal payable as follows: $335,000.00 on August
30, 1986 and $330,000.00 on August 30, 1987.

5

8
9
10
11
10

0

2

ec O
<

>

12

Secured by Deed of Trust recorded August 30, 1985 as
Document #
, Official Records of Ventura
County, California.
$665,000.00
Balance

Q

13
14

OCT 2 8 1985
DATED:

October

, 198
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DEED OF TRUST
m d Aitignmffit of Eaau

THIS DEED OF TRUST, made ihia

15S*L

d^r o f —

19..$*. BETWEEN

JfeHS*.

WILLOW STORAGE, a California fieneral Partnership
~

....,

-.....__.

„.-...... ....-

*

~

...,fcreiri calledTRUSTOR,

c/b Chaparral land Crifipany
whose address w„

I ^ J f t S ^
(Uteri* rani Stmt)

(City)

.5 a J..^?T?j5..?.!3§l
(Zip Cote)
(State)

SECURITY MGIFIC NATtOMAL 3AWK r a tottonol lorklna AemleUoiv htrttn called Trustee

^AfiOQEFC. sum, fctonirtretx CIA of the Estate of Irving HL Freetfiw. as to an undivided one-third (1/3)
Ifcramad te,t jtt<ito

^ ^ ca u e ^ BENEFICIARY,

W I T N E S S E T H : That Traitor Irrevocably GRANTS, T R A N S F E R S and ASSIGN'S to T R U S T E E I N
TRUST WITH POWER O F SALE, that property i n .

JfSBJSTS

—. .Cowty, CtHiordi. deacTibed aa:

A portion of Block 20 of Thousand Oaks Tract, in the City of Thousand Oaks,
completely described on "EXHIBIT A", consisting on one (1) page, attuned
hereto and made a part hereof:

?Ooaran*rrx the ftnia, Ueuei. reyatllei and proflti I hereof, 3UIJICT fOWtVtt, to the right, poser and aotJ-ority hereinafter given to a
conferred upon Beneficiary to cottret and apply »ueh reati, ittuca, rByaklea and profit*.
For the Purpose of Securing
(1.) Performance oi eachagreement of Trutfor c ^«ir*J Ferefci ( 1 ) Payaicat or the iod&tednete «vi<!«rncec! by e n prsrnuaor/ not*
of eren date Iterewith la the principal euro a/ i.&§?.*il tsr.l&L.
.....eaecetcd by Trvetor rtdpayabieto BencncUry oi order, and rxttnfjosi or KcewatB thereof.
A. T o prooact the eecnriey e f this Deed of Trust, Tmator agree*
1. To koeft taJd property in good condition end repair; not to remove or deraoltih any buiUSat thereon; to complete cc reitore promptly
aftd to good,uc workmanlike aiaftner any building which may be coewrmeted, dacuftd or deetrcyed therecr. j to pay »hcn due ad «tajcn tor
. :ii|»Jt,

ably neceuary, the Ipedftc enumeration! hereto not eaciuding the general
7. To provide, maintain md d«ttv«r to Beneficiary lira imuxaixf fatiifectory to tftd with bat payable to Henencfiry, The amount collected under any Arc or other mtunnce policy may be applied by Brnefeiary tpoa lay fodebtedrai mured Hereby and ie euch order aa
Btfleficury may deter mtne, or it option O'' Beneficiary the enure amount to collected or any part ibeteof may be releasee to Tnutor. Such
application or nleeee alkali aot cute or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate aay act dor.e puxfuanx to euch fiotke.
3. To apottr fa atd defend *ny action gx proceeding ourportJnc; to affect the tccudty hereof or the rajrhta or powencf Beoefkiary or
Tnutee; and to pay at] com tod espeniet, including coat of evidence oi title end attorne/i fete ir a nauaaaKe turn, m any euch action or
proceed™ in which Benenettry or Truiiee tray appeu, or in any adknor eeoceedute: inetitoeadfayficaeAciaryoe Trunee to protect or
esforce tKc Mcurtty of thtt D«ed of Truit or the c&heat'orva eecurod rtareby,
4 To pay: at fcaet ttn da.ya before detrnquency ell t&xti tad aatitaeieatt afreellnf UU property, tneJuduf uueimtnts on appurtenot
wxtar rtock; when due, all iacifKbrancea, charsee aricj Item, with intereit ea atid property or my tart thtreoi. which appear to be prk»r or
fftperist hereto: all casta, feet and expenses ci tail Trust
5. Should Traitor fall to make any piyment Or to do any act U In tfati SubdftWan A hereof provided, then 3enenctt,7 cc Truatee, tat
without ofil*aXkm totodo and without r»oct to or demand tipon Truaior aad without releiltnc, traitor (roti aay ocHgetwa hereof, snay:
sake or do the suet in tueh manner arul to lueh extent u either may derm oeceeury to protect the eeewrrty hsreet, 3«nitfciary cr Trustee
beine; authoriaed to enter upon said property far web ejurpcsci; appear hi and defend any acttea or t^ceccHng parpcrtinq to affect the tecttHty
hereof or the right! or poweri of Beneft. Ury or Tniiue; 5tT. purcHtuk. tOfltert or ccrrcr«ni» any mcumbnvrr. cr«rj« or (ten which m
the jttdgmetri of either appear* lo be prior or eiiocrtor hereto; and. in exerdiitif any »eh powere, par tuc*M»«v u p m w , emplay OMOM!
tad pay Me raeonabie fece.
6. To pay urjr.edt*toty and wkhoet demand ail aerni to expended by Benerkiiry tr Truitee, wt£b Interest front date of exptndHurr at the
ratecaHrd (a* in :he note •«arad hereby,or at eaves per ccaf c^rajuwa,w)ric>etertt greater, tad thercp^yre

etion:
1

T

/snCura,CA Document- Year. DocXD 1985.95015

Cc-nmenc:

P&g^^o^^Cnlyjm

a. It U mututilf agreed fbtt:
L Anf avard of damag** '« connection with any oottdemnittotl for pitttc «lt Of erWeryr tto
< aild sroparty
. . _ or my part thereof la hereby
.
assigned end thefl be yoid to Beneficiary wfcc nay apply or reitsurochmoneyi received by aim in tht MOM moflaer mod vita the taoc effect
a* above proMded for diipottffcati of proceedi of firt or other iotwanct,
1 By acotptinc payment of aw sum staired hereby after ki dae date Beneficiary dees eot waive hi*rightcithertofeqitireprompt j a y
easnt when doe of all other start 10 altered or to deck* default for failure to to jay.
3. At eny time or from time to time, wkhoet IlibCay therefor and without notice tiion written recent of Senricutfy and preeeiitattoa
of thii Dtid end said note for agreement, end «fcfc»t electing the personalfiiWtttyof any eerten for payment of the mdtbtsdniai lecored
hereby Trustee m y : recurve? any part of uid proper.)'; content to the making of any map or plat thereof; join to granting any easement
thereon; or join in any extension agreement or any ifreement eubordinetfnf the lien or charge hereof. Truilee may. cut trait! bt eedee no
obiigstian or duty to, armeer in or def md any acton or pcoceedfcfrorpoetrftgto affect laid property or the title thereto, er perporting to
affect the K«urhy hereof or the rights or powers of Benefic try or Trustee.
4. Upon written recjiieet of Beneficiary stating that all mm secured hereby have been paid, tod aooo lurrtnder of this Dead mi aald
vote to Tmetee far csncctiaUen end retention ard aeon payaaent of Ita feel, Traettt lhall feoemrar, without warranty, the propcrtr then hdd
hereunder. The rtchab in ttacti reconveyance of air meUera er facts shall at conduct proof of the inithfalrtett thereof. The grantee in
such reconveyance may be described ai "r»e person of partem legally entitled thereto.* Five ytari after iMiamce of a foil Reconveyance,
Trustee mar destiey teid ante aed tine Deed of Trait
5 Trustor htteby absolutely atttgnt to Bcrwfciary during the eoittetuartct of mate Trusts, alt nru, itivec, roytities and profit! of the
property affected by tats Deed and of enr personal property locaied thereon. Until Trustor shall default in the parmwt of any mdettadrcse
tectfed hereby or to the pcfcrmat:« ef any egramm aereondr, Trotter (hall have the right to colieci a'i each '«nt, kauti, roya'bes and
profits aerard prior to default is they become Cut and arable, iftve and e wetting renti, istoea, royalties and pre&s arising or aXCfoiag by
rates of any oB. fas or ratant least of uid preperir. H Trattor thali defivlt at aforesaid, Trcstor/i right Id eoileet any of tueh moneyt
ihall cease and 3eneneiai7 ihtll have the Tiyta. wntn jt ttidnf poatatajaei of the property arleettd hereby, to collect ail renH, iticei, noyahict
and profte. failure or cfcoomtautoee sf Beneficiary at any thne. or from ttrae 1o ttma to collect any web tnenrye ehall not In any manner affect
therabKcjaenteflforeereent by 3cmfitnry of the rtaht, power and eutberfty to collect the avac. Nothtnf comahied herein, nor the eavtefce of
the rich! by Bercnciary to eoHect, thai! bt, or be eemt:oed tc be, an ifllrruKon by Braerciary oi aay tenancy haae or opiket, aor an tuuroptioa of liabttfty eader, cor a neordinalor of the lam or (atreje of thfi Deed to, any aueh temespv Zeaae er optfoc
1 Upon default by Tmetor in payment ef any indeetedoeie fecund hereby or In pcrlcrtitice of any asraencnt bemnder. Beneficiary
may dee!*™ alt teme eeeured hereby hntnrdfately at tnd pajabte by delivery to Truitea of vrriVtm deataretien of default and drrntnd foe
tale and of written notice of default and of ilectfen to cauee to beeoldtaidprcfMrty.wh&iioticeTraeteeBhaUm
Tntecee ahaU beentitied to rehrnpon the terreetneu of aKhmtke- Beneficiary alto ehaH depnafc with Ttyxee toil Deed, laid note and all
oociunfnta nndenclnff expcecBtoraa eeeured hereby.
After (he tapie of tacts thni u then may be rtctrrrt by kw fdiewing the recordation of eaid notice of deficit and nerioj of tale battae;
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Escrow No. 708-4904-P

January 7, 1985

-EXHIBIT A"
That portion of Block 20 of Thousand Oaks Tract, in the City of Thousand Oaks*
County of Ventura, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 11, Page
13 of Maps in the office of the County Recorder of said County lying southerly
and southwesterly of the southerly and southwesterly line of the land described
in Parcel 1 in the ^wi to the State of California recorded Septenber 18, 1964,
as Document No. 66374 in 8ook 2629, Page 121. Official Records.
EXCEPT that portion thereof lying southwesterly of the northwesterly line of
the land described in the deed to Robert C. Webb and Grace E. Webb, recorded
Septenber 11, 1963 as Document No. 63322 in Book 2390. Page 536, Official
teeords.
ALSO EXCEPT that portion thereof lying northwesterly of the following described
line;
Beginning at a point in that certain course in the southerly line of the land
described in Parcel 1 in the deed to the Stexe of California, recorded Septai&er
18, '964 as Document
No. 66374 In Book 2629, Page 121, Official Records, recited
as '$ 51" OS 1 06" E., East 578.00 feet", distant along said certain course south
51° 05' 05" East 394.21 feet fron the northwesterly terminus thereof; thence*
1st: Southwesterly in a direct line to a point in that certain curve in the
southerly boundary of said Block 20 shown on said nap as having a radius
of 79.91 feet, a central angle of 81° S31 and an arc length of 114.20
feet; distant northwesterly along said curve 46.00 feet fron the southeasterly terminus thereof.
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(SPACE BELOW FOR FILING STAMP ONLY)
KAHN. STERN. BLANEY ft KITTRELL
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
(QUITABLC AIRPORT CKKTCK
• • S t WEST CENTUKV BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
776-5670

»004S

4
5

Attorneys for

Roger C. S t e r n

6
7
8

SUPERIOR COUPS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

FOR THE COUNTY OF VEITTURA

10
11

Estate of

12

IRVING H. FREEDMAN r

13

No.
)

Deceased.

P-62232

ASSIGNMENT OF INTEREST IN ESTATE

)

14
15

FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the

16

undersigned does hereby assign and transfer all of her right, title and interesi

17

in-and to the -assets of the within entitled estate, in equal shares, share and

18

share, alike, to her sons, ICMARD FREEDMAN and GIUBEKT FREEDMAN, absolutely and

19

forever.

20

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 1020.1 of the Probate Code of the

21

State of California, the undersigned alleges that this Assignment is made

22

pursuant to an estate plan entered into by ne on or about December 29, 1978

23

upon-advice of my counsel and my tax advisor. A copy of the document executed

24

by me on that date is attached hereto and made a part hereof as fully as if set

25

forth at length herein.

26

The real property described in said document was owned, in part, by the

27

estate of the within named decedent as to an undivided l/3rd interest, and was

28

sol<tL£?r^&le course of these probate proceedings.

I have, since 1978, yearly

1
2
3
4
5
6

executed the appropriate notices under the gift plan, and this Assignment is
a confirmation of that plan.
The assets of the estate on hand for distribution to me in the above
matter are cash and an undivided l/3rd interest in a note secured by deed of
trust on the real property described in the attached copy of the gift plan.
DATED: August %Q , 1985

7
8

CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN"'

y>v^fr/W

9
10

n

o
o
a

z

On August J?c9 i 1985, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in ai

11

for the State of Utah, County of ^7/0

12

appeared CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN, kncwn personally to me to be the person whose nan

13

is subscribed to this ASSIGNMENT OF INTEREST IN ESTATE, and acknowledged to irc

U 14
«?

{.-/ )^9£

Ss jf

, personally

that she executed the same of her own free will and volition, and upon the
advice-of legal counsel.

-J
U

O
2

16

<

17

WITNESS iny hand and official seal on the day and year hereinabove first

y^T;

written.

18

".>

19

NOTARY PUBLIC
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DO NOT DESTROY THIS NOTE: When paid, this note, with Deed of Trust securing same, must be surrendered to Trustee for cancellat
before reconveyance will be made.

INTEREST

EXTRA

NOTE SECURED BY DEED OF TRUST
$.665^000,00
kOS.AngeleS
.California,
„
MH.flJ4
19.85
Iii instalments as herein stated, for value received, I promise to pay to..fs?^...y.«...SIWt};;^^ADA^r3tor...y^..??L..^

an..iiriivi.L^..or^^
UI414HM
X1/3Li.i^.re£»..^
or..orxler.,...at. S.alt.Lake..City.1...ytah
the sum of

SJ.X.HU»ORm..SJ.ni.J.IYLJHQySAND.lN;D

with interest from. A u g u s i j i . , . J l ^ . i ^ l l ^ ^ ^
te^iYe...(.l2,QQQ%.) per cent per annum, I W « i b l e . . . . a U A C M r ^

.....on juir»jdj»iicipal at the rate •
;principal payable in instalments 4

follows.:

HERE

s . v . f . v v . 1 . v . f .„.,. v .,. v ^^

miijiiuiiiiiHkiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiunnfnn
^fllLMO.L^

ii...i'jjfe.-k£A^

uikmuuLuiiu^uwiumumuukWd.

i, c

6»<u
Should interest not be paid when due it shall thereafter bear like interest as the pi
, ^nall such unpak
interest .so compounded exceed an amount equal to simple interest on the unpaid k
. ^ maximum rate permitted
by law. The undersigned promises to pay costs of collection and reasonable attorn* . xees whether or not suit is filed in
ca>e this note be not paid in accordance with its terms. Should default be made in the payment of any said instalments of principal or interest when due, then the whole sum of principal and interest shall become immediately due and payable.
Principal and interest pavable in lawful monev, of the United States of America. This note is secured by a Deed of Trust of
even date herewith to SECURITY PACIFIC N A T I O N A L BANK, a National Banking Association.

/ ^ J k r * ^ T V I ^ W ^ t ; |P?j_4 !^ F° 11

/*,It-t°W S™^E>
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California General Partners

rS

ALIN, "ffianaging General Partner

BRiDGEGQCe
nionogemen^
31822 Village Center Road, Suite 103
Westiake Village, CA 91361
(818) 991 -5484
(818) 991 -0033

March 8, 1988

Reconveyance Department
Security Pacific National Bank
701 S. Western Avenue
Glendale, CA
91201
Re:

Willow Storage Reconveyance

Dear Sirs:
Enclosed is the original deed of trust between Willow Storage and
the Freedman's in which Security Pacific National is named as
Trustee. The "Request for Full Reconveyance" has been signed by
Freedman's and full title should now be vested to Willow Storage.
A copy of the "Assignment of Interest in Estate" which transfers
the interest of Charlotte Freedman to her sons, Howard and Gilbert,
is also enclosed.
A check in the amount of $55.00 for recordation and reconveyance
fees is also enclosed.
All documents should be sent to Willow Storage at this address.
If you have any further questions, please let me know.
Sincerely,

Shirle/ Cagle
enclosures (3)

WILLOW STORAGE

No.

818-991-1470
31822 VILLAGE CENTER RD., STE. 103
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91361

90-3974-1222
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31822 Village Center Road, Suite 103
Westiake Village, CA 91361
(818) 991 -5484
(818) 991 -0033

March 24, 1988

Mr. Hamid Sattaur, Lead Reconveyance Specialist
Security Pacific National Bank
701 S. Western Avenue
Glendale, CA
91201
Re:

Willow Storage Reconveyance

Dear Mr. Sattaur:
Enclosed is the original of the note which you requested as well as
certified copies of the court documents which transferred Charlotte
Freedman's interest in this note to her sons, Howard and Gilbert.
I assume you now have all of the necessary documents. We need to
have this reconveyed as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

enclosures (6)

t

June 12,19999
Bountiful, Utah

Gil Freedman
Lehi, Utah
Dear Gil:
I think that retirement would be a lot more fun if I could continue to meet and
work with great people like you and your managers at Starfire.
During my many years with Bank of Utah, as Vice President of Business
Development, and as VP and Branch Manager at the Eagle Gate Branch, on
three different occasions, I thrived on quality and personalized service for my
commercial accounts. I therefore, got to know the owners and managers very
well along with their different habits. As 11 recall, one of your memorable habits
was to personally come into Eagle Gate on payday Fridays, and convert your
paycheck to cash, and in larger bills only. When I was not there, my assistant
manager Doug Poole was, and we talked about you often. Doug and I were a
good team there from the late 70's through mid 80's.
Lots of luck and I wish to see you soon.
Sincerely

Paul R. Allen
1015 E. Deborah
Bountiful, Utah,
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State of Utah
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AFFIDAVIDT
To Whom It May Conern:
I have known Gil Freedman since my employment for him as Owner, StarfLre
Industries, Inc. from 1989-1992. I worked for Gil and Laurie Freedman in the
capacity of administration and accounting. I had the opportunity to get to
know Gil and Laurie quite well. I trusted them both and I believe they had a
good deal of trust in me.
Although it has always been my policy to be very discrete about information I
received from either of them I feel like I would like to share some
information Gil would always distribute payroll checks personally to each
employee; he usually came into my office last and delivered my check. He
would then deliver his check to Laurie which she indicated to me on several
occasions was deposited to their joint account. It was my impression, always,
that Laurie handled all of their personal financial affairs. Gil seemed to
always allow her that responsibility and trusted her to take care of those
types of matters.
There were, on several occasions, in private conversations with Laurie that
she represented to me, due to Gil's previous divorce and difficulties arising
from the divorce, ownership of their home at 8895 Bullriver Road was in her
name only to protect this asset for both of them. She was always very
implicit that the ownership was meant to be an equal share situation. Gil, in
my opinion, was always very generous to her in every way.
Singed _
JaUrteTTzoun

Dated:

<

fa"

/0'9?

~2>~^

STATE OF UTAH,
County of Salt Lake
On the /Qy^-,
day of r^/ztvL*
A.D.. 1999 personally
appeared before me, Jaline T. Zoun, the signer of the foregoing statement,
who duly acknowledges to me that she executed the same.

DANICE A. TAYLOR

mrmpimxmmcium

Address:

4623 BEECHWOOD ROAD
W L O a S V U L L U I 84123
COMM. EXPIRES 12*2001

Notary Publik
Commission Expires:
/cl/?

/aoa/

State of Utah
County of Utah
I Kathryn F. Phelps, beingfirstduly sworn upon my oath deposes and say:
I have been neighbor to Lorrie and Gil Freedman for eighteen years. Several years ago my
husband and I went out to their boat factory on 90th South, in the West Jordan area.
My husband rode in a golf cart with Gil and I rode in one with Lorrie as they showed us
around the factory. As I was riding with Lorrie I asked her how she met and married Gil.
In these words she said: "I lived in an apartment close to him and I knew that he had big
bucks. He was hard to get to know because he seemed unfriendly, but I pursued him by
taking plates of goodies to him and I wasfinallyable to get him interested in me... but you
realize, that he is much older than I am." She also went on to say that the house was in her
name because it protected it in case the business failed or had problems. Over the past
year it has appeared to me that things of monetary value mean more to her than personal
relationships and friendships.
I was sad to see their marriage end and it was hard to understand because Gil was
so good to her.

Dated this 5th day of June, 1999

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of
June, 1999 by
NOTARY PUBLIC
NOTARY PUBUC
STATE OF UTAH
My Commission Expires
April 10. «0Mt
TMHRUSSOII
760 E. Main a
Lew, Utah 84043

EXHIBIT: 5

April 21,1995
Plaintiff Laurie Barnett Freedman filed a complaint for Divorce
Civil #954400884.

June 19,1995
Plaintiff Laurie Barnett Freedman asked Losee Jewelers, Provo.
Utah to remove a 3.37 Carat Marquise Diamond from a ring that
Defendant Gilbert Freedman inherited from his mother Charlotte
Freedman and replaced it with a Cubic Zirconia, a synthetic
gemstone resembling a diamond. Losee appraised the value of the
removed diamond at $27,000. Plaintiff Laurie Barnett Freedman
also brought other jewelry priced belonging to Gilbert Freedman
for repairs and changes to Losee Jewelers prior to and after filing
for divorce.

JAMES 6. CLARK USB #3637
Attorney for
96 East First South
Provo, Utah 84606
Telephone: (801) 375-6092
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OP UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

LAURIE L. FREEDMAN,
\*COMPLAINT FOR DIVORCE

Plaintiff,

Civil No.q 5 4 L |Q{)<2£t|
V5 •

GILBERT FREEDMAN
Defendant.
/

COMES NOW Plaintiff Laurie L. Freedman, by and through her
counsel James G. Clark, and complains against Defendant Gilbert
Freedman, and alleges as follows:
1.

That Plaintiff is a resident of Utah County, State of

Utah, and has been for three months immediately prior to the filing
of this action.
2.

That Defendant is a resident of Utah County, State of

Utah, and has been for three months immediately prior to the filing
of this action.
3.

That Plaintiff and Defendant were married on April 17,

1976, at Elko, Nevada, and have been husband and wife since that

est. 1956

COTTONTREE SQUARE

September 14, 1999

To Whom It May Concern;
Per a customer request and on a unknown date, a work order was given to our Jeweler to
remove a large Marquise diamond from a ring belonging to Laurie Barnett. Her
instructions were to replace the diamond with a large cubic zirconia. We returned the
loose diamond and the finished ring back to Laurie.
Sincerely;

Carol Frampton
Salesperson

Partial List of Jewelry and Furs Stolen by Laurie Barnett
1 Ballerina white gold pin with diamonds and precious stones approximately 3" x 2".
1 3.37 carat diamond platinum ring setting and 2 Baguettes (rectangular shaped
diamonds). The main stone was perfect white. As I remember, the ring was
appraised for $25,000 in approximately 1975-1976 by Paul Oliver at OC Tanner
Jewelers. Had a ring guard with 2-/4 carat diamonds.
1 Pearl necklace. Cultured or possibly natural with silver clasp.
1 mother's original engagement ring
1 pair of pearl earrings to match above.
1 platinum wedding ring with row of diamonds
1 platinum plain wedding band
1 Waltham diamond ladies watch with diamond band.
1 gold Star of David with Vi carat diamond on gold chan (1 st wedding anniversary gift
from Laurie to Gil).
Miscellaneous men's and ladies' jewelry that belonged to my mother and father.
1 Full length mink coat (back of skins have my mother's signature on each one of
them)
1 ranch mink jacket
1 ranch mink stole
1 ranch mink

— Utah County Sheriff VOLUNTARY STATEMENT
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( Victim"

I do give this statement of my ownfreewiLL I understand that I have the right to remain silent, that anything I say can be used
against me in a court of law, that T have therightto talk to an attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I
cannot afford an attorney one will be appointed for me if I so desire. I understand that I have the right to stop answering questions at
Wy understanding the above rights, I make the following statement.

(Signature)

(Witness)

/

In about 1974, my mother and father (Irving and Charlotte Freedman) moved to Salt Lake City from Los
Angeles, My mother brought her jewelry with her. Since they were building a new house, my mother thought
it best to put her jewelry in a safe deposit box at the Bank of Utah, downtown Salt Lake branch, where it
remained until her death in 1987. Before doing so, she had her 2i/2-carat diamond ring appraised at O.C. Tanner
Jewelers in Salt Lake City. Mr. Paul Oliver, the store manager did the appraisal. He also took a picture of the
ring, which I believe was placed in the deposit box with the appraisal and ring, along with the rest of her
jewelry. Mr. Oliver has since passed away. I can't remember the exact value and the figure of $21,000 sticks
in mv mind but Fm not quite sure. Let us say the value exceeded $10,000.
I spoke to Allison Cameron at O.C. Tanner , she said their records do not go back to 1974. I also spoke to
the O.C. Tanner manager Brent McMaster and he said they just couldn't help me. They can be contacted at
801-532-3222,
As I remember, Mr. Arie Leeflang, 2415 E. Melony Drive, Holiday, Utah, who was the Director of Finance
for O.C. Tanner Company, a family friend, drove my father to O.C. Tanner's downtown store to have Paul
Oliver appraise the ring. I don't think I even knew Laurie then.
My mother had given me the key for the safe deposit box and I was on the signature card. Since my mother
left me all of her jewelry in her will Laurie and I went to the Bank of Utah and brought the contents of the box
home where we kept the jewelry in a safe, which I purchased at Glen's Key Shop in Salt Lake. As I remember,

Case#:

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT
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for safe, which was kept in a drawer below the microwave oven in the upstairs kitchen. I don't remember
seeing the jewelry after that. Also, in looking through the drawer, in later years the red book was not there.
Laurie would not give me the combination. I have a picture of the safe.
Laurie and I were divorced October 1,1996, but we shared the house. She lived upstairs and I lived
downstairs. I continued to ask her constantly for my mother's jewelry, amongst other items, but she wouldn't
answer me.
After Laurie (Barnett) had me removed by the Utah County Sheriffs Dept. on false charges of domestic
violence, I received the ring, a gold ring that belonged to my father and a pair of silver candlesticks that had
been in my family in excess of 250 years through an attorney about September 1999. The attorney told me that
the main stone (21/2-carat) in my mother's ring didn't look like a good diamond. But it was his understanding
that the stone would have to be removed from the setting and weighed to see if it was real.
I started driving from one jewelry store to another in Salt Lake County because Laurie worked near Olympus
Hills area. The first jeweler I went to was the Shane Company. A tall lady with red hair told me the stone was
not real. From that point on, as I went to jewelers, I asked the question, "is it real and did you replace it?"
Everyone said it was not real and that they didn't replace the stone.
I then went to the Provo Yellow Pages and started calling jewelers. In calling Lose Jewelers in Provo, I
spoke to Carol Frampton who remembered Laurie and said "yes" their repair department had replaced the
diamond with a cubic zerconia. After that I visited their store, Lose Jewelers. Carol Frampton said that she
gave the ring back to Laurie with the new stone in it and gave her back the loose diamond. Carol commented
on what a beautiful stone the diamond that she removed was, but did not appraise it, although she said she
would have if Laurie would have requested it. Carol said that she and Mrs. Lose questioned Laurie's motive for
removing the stone between them but did not question Laurie. I have a letter in my possessionfromLose
Jewelers stating that they removed the diamond from my mother's ring at Laurie Barnett's request.
Carol Frampton also mentioned that Laurie Barnett had them make a custom ring for about $3,000.00,
somewhere around that time. I don't know if Laurie used the stones from my mother's jewelry for the ring or
In our divorce, Laurie slipped in a copy of a codicil from my mother's will giving(her)ny mother's jewelry
and on the cover she typed on "Gifts from Gil to Laurie." It never happened. There was never any discussion
or conversation between Laurie and I about giving the jewelry to her. Ever.
I contacted Utah County Sheriffs Dept. Detective Richard Case in about January 2000 concerning the theft
of the diamond and a list of jewelry (from memory) that Laurie kept. I'm not great at remembering dates. I am
also turning over to Detective Case, several copies (not altered) of recordings of telephone conversations I had
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with Laurie Barnett of me asking for my mother's jewelry. She would not answer me. She also took and kept a
gold "Star of David" on gold chain with a 14 carat diamond that she gave to me on our first anniversary in 1977.
If you have any doubts about the preceding statement. I would be more than happy to take a polygraph test
Carol Frampton said that she thought that they did the job about two years prior to my visit to their store and
that they had charged her about $80.00. I'm sure if you ask them to look up the work order, they would do it
for you.
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INVESTIGATION REPORT
UTAH COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

CASE NUMBER:
DATE;
REPORT BY;
INCIDENT TYPE:

417386
09-22-2000
DETECTIVE RICHARD CASE
THEFT

VICTIM INFORMATION:
NAME;
GIL FREEDMAN
DOB.:
12-23-26
ADDRESS: PO BOX 250
LEffl, UTAH
SUSPECT INFORMATION:
NAME:
LAURIE BARNETT
DOB.:
06-05-54
ADDRESS: 8895 WEST BULLRIVERROAD
LEHI, UTAH
SYNOPSIS:
This is the report of theft that occurred on or about September 1, 1999. This theft was
reported to this office by the victim, Gil Freeman. Gil Freedman reported that his ex wife, Laurie
Bamett had returned aringto him that she had in her possession during their divorce. Gil
Freedman found that the stone in theringhad been replaced with a Cubic Zirconia. It was found
that Laurie had the stone replaced with the Cubic Zirconia at a business in Provo, Utah, and then
returned theringto Gil Freedman. Attempts to interview Laurie Bamett were made with no
success. Charges have been referred to the Utah County Attorney for official filing.
INITIAL INFORMATION:
On 02^29-2000,1 was contacted by Gil Freedman, and was asked to meet with him in
regards to the reported theft of a diamond stone from aringthat had been returned to him. I met
with Gil, and discussed the reported theft.
I met with Gil Freedman at the Detective Office, and spoke to him in regards to the theft
of the diamond. Gil Freedman informed me that he had recently been divorcedfromLaurie
Baxnett, and that the divorce had been a hotly contested divorce. Gil informed me that he had lost
a great deal in the divorce, and that he had some jewelry that Laurie had agreed to return to him.
Gil stated that there were several items of jewelry that Laurie still had, and that he wanted to get
the jewelry back.
Gil then informed me that Laurie had returned aringto him that had belonged to his
mother. Gil stated that the ring had been turned over to his attorney. Gil stated that his attorney
had told him that he did not think the stone was real. Gil stated that he had then taken the ring
and had it appraised. Gil stated that he had found that the stone in theringwas a Cubic Zirconia.

Gil stated that he had then been able to do some research, and found that Laurie had the diamond
removed, and the Cubic Zirconia put in the ring. Gil stated that Laurie had then returned the ring.
Gil stated that this work had been done at the Losee Jewelers in Provo, Utah.
Gil gave me a copy of a letter that Carol Frampton had given him about the ring. This
letter was on Losee Jewelers letter head, and stated that there had been a work order on the ring,
and the replacing of the diamond.
NARRATIVE:
After meeting with Gil Freedman, I went to the Losee Jewelers store, and met with Mrs
Losee, who is the owner of the business. I asked if anyone was familiar with Laurie Freedman or
Laurie Barnett I was informed that their business had indeed been contacted by Gil Freedman,
and that he had talked to Carol Frampton, who was no longer employed there. Mrs Losee stated
that she would contact Carol, and ask her about this incident. I waited as Mrs Losee made the
call, and she returned and informed me that she had spoken to Carol who had informed her that
they had indeed done some work for Laurie Freedman, and that they she could not remember the
date, but did remember having the diamond replaced with a Cubic Zirconia that was the same
size. Mrs Losee stated that the reason Carol could remember this particularringwas due to the
fact that the stone was a very large diamond that was two carrot or larger.
I asked Mrs Losee if she could find a work order for the ring, and the work that was done
on the ring. Mrs Losee stated that she would go up to her office, and berightback. Mrs Losee
then went upstairs and returned a short time later. Mrs Losee stated that the work order was not
there, but that it could be in her storage, and she would have to do some work tofindit. Mrs
Losee stated that she would call me later and let me know what she had found.
On 06-14-2000,1 was contacted by Mrs Losee, and was asked to meet with her. I was
informed that she had been able to recover the work order for the ring. I then went and met with
Mrs Losee at her business. Mrs Losee gave me a copy of a work order dated 06-12. Mrs Losee
stated that the work order wasfromthe year of 1995, Mrs Losee stated that the work order had
been for the removal and replacement of the diamond with like size Cubic Zirconia stone. Mrs
Losee stated that the stone was a 3.37 carrot diamond. Mrs Losee stated that the stone was
indeed of great value, and stated that it would be worth approximately $27,000.00.
ATTEMPTED INTERVIEW OF LAURIE BARNETT:
On 06-14-2000,1 made contact with Laurie Bamett via the telephone, and asked her if I
could meet with her. Laurie stated that I could meet with her, and that I could come to her
residence on Bullriver Road on the following day.
On 06-15-2000,1 was contacted by Laurie Barnett, and she stated that she could not meet
with me that evening, and asked if we could meet the following week. I informed her that I could
meet with her anytime, and asked her to call me and let me know when.
I was left a message during the next week by a secretary of Claine Corey, who stated that
Claine Corey was her attorney, and asked that any questioning of Laurie Bamett be made through
his office. I then contacted the office of Claine Corey, and spoke to Claine Corey. Claine asked
what the incident was about, and I informed him that I needed to interview Laurie about the
diamond that had been replaced with a Cubic Zirconia. I informed Claine that I needed to also
arrange to have the diamond returned to Gil Freedman. I was informed by Claine Corey that Gil
Freedman hadfilednumerous other cases against Laurie Barnett, and that they would be seeking

a court injunction against Gil Freedman to stop these types of cases. I then informed Claine that I
had a copy of the work orderfromthe jeweler that had replaced the diamond, and that this copy
had Laurie's name on it. Claine then asked if Laurie was to return the diamond, if I would not file
charges against Laurie. I then informed Claine that I needed to talk to Laurie about the incident,
and informed Claine that there indeed had been a theft, and that I would then be filing charges.
Claine then set up a date for me to meet with him and Laurie Barnett. I was asked to meet with
Claine and Laurie at his office on 07-26-2000.
Prior to the meeting on 07-26-2000,1 was contacted by the office of Claine Corey and
informed that we would not be able to meet on that date, and set another appointment for 08-072000.
On 08-07-2000,1 was not able to meet with Claine Corey do to a conflict in scheduling. I
then asked the secretary to have Claine make contact with me via the telephone, and we could
discuss this case. I was later contacted by the secretary of Claine Corey, and was informed that
we could do a telephone conference on 09-08-2000 at 13:00 hours. On 09-08-2000,1 made
contact with the office of Claine Corey and was informed that they needed to reschedule do to
trials. I was then asked to contact his office on 09-14-2000.
On 09-14-2000,1 made contact with the office of Claine Corey and was informed that he
was not in. I asked if he would be back into the office, and was informed that he was not in the
state. I then informed them that I would call back later.
I was contacted again by the office of Claine Corey and asked to do the conference call on
09-20-2000. I then contacted Claine's office on that date, and was informed that he was not in
the office, and that he was out to lunch. I was contacted via the telephone later that evening, and
it was the secretary of Claine Corey. I was informed that Claine had been awaiting my call. I
informed the secretary that I had called his office, and had been informed that he was not in. I
advised the secretary that due to the late hour in the afternoon, I was checking off duty, and that I
would have to speak to Claine on another date. The secretaxy then asked what the case was that I
needed to talk to Claine about, and I informed her that it was a case that I had been attempting to
interview Laurie Barnett, I then informed her that I would contact their office at a later date.
SUMMARY:
Due to the feet that Laurie Barnett took theringin question to the Losee Jewelers shop
and had the diamond removed and replaced with a Cubic Zirconia, and then returned theringto
Gil Freedman, I am referring this matter over to the Utah County Attorneys Office for follow up.
The value of the diamond that was taken out of theringis $27,000.00. This diamond is a
3.37 carrot diamond.
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I do give this statement of my ownfreewill I understand, that I have therightto remain silent, that anything I say can be used
against me in a court of law, that I have therightto talk to an attorney7 and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I
cannot afford an attorney one will be appointed for mc if I so deswe. I understand that I have therightto stop answering questions at
ing the above rights, I make the following statement

(Signature)

(Witness)

y

In about 1974, my mother and father (Irving and Charlotte Freedman) moved to Salt Lake City from Los
Angeles. My mother brought her jewelry with her. Since they were building a new house, my mother thought
it best to put her jewelry in a safe deposit box at the Bank of Utah, downtown Salt Lake branch, where it
remained until her death in 1987, Before doing so, she had her 2*/2-carat diamond ring appraised at O.C. Tanner
Jewelers in Salt Lake City. Mr. Paul Oliver, the store manager did the appraisal. He also took a picture of the
ring, which I believe was placed in the deposit box with the appraisal and ring, along with the rest of her
jewelry. Mr. Oliver has since passed away. I can't remember the exact value and the figure of $21,000 sticks
in mv mind but I'm not quite sure. Let us say the value exceeded $ 10,000.
I spoke to Allison Cameron at O.C. Tanner » she said tfaeir records do not go back to 1974. I also spoke to
the O.C Tanner manager Brent McMaster and he said they just couldn't help me. They can be contacted at
SO 1-532-3222.
As I remember, Mr Arie Leeflang, 2415 E. Melony Drive, Holiday, Utah, who was the Director of Finance
for O.C, Tanner Company, a family friend, drove my father to O.C. Tanner's downtown store to have Paul
Oliver appraise the ring. I don't think I even knew Laurie then.
My mother had given me the key for the safe deposit box and I was on the signature card. Since my mother
left me all of her jewelry in her will Laurie and I went to the Bank of Utah and brought the contents of the box
home where we kept the jewelry in a safe, which I purchased at Glen's Key Shop in Salt Lake. As I remember,
the jewelry was in a vinyl hank frag. I wrote the safe combination down in a red padded phone book under "S"
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for safe, which was kept in a drawer below the microwave oven in the upstairs kitchen. I don't remember
seeing the jewelry after that. Also, in looking through the drawer, in later years the red book was not there.
Laurie would not give me the combination. I have a picture of the safe,
Laurie and I were divorced October 1, 1996, but we shared the house. She lived upstairs and I lived
downstairs. I continued to ask her constantly for my mother's jewelry, amongst other items, but she wouldn't
answer me.
After Laurie (Barnett) had me removed by the Utah County Sheriffs Dept on false charges of domestic
violence, I received the ring, a gold ring that belonged to my father and a pair of silver candlesticks that had
been in my family in excess of 250 years through an attorney about September 1999. The attorney told me that
the main stone (2x/z-carat) in my mother's ring didn't look like a good diamond. But it was his understanding
that the stone would have to be removed from the setting and weighed to see if it was real
I started driving from one jewelry store to another in Salt Lake County because Laurie worked near Olympus
Hills area. The first jeweler I went to was the Shane Company. A tall lady with red hair told me the stone was
not real. From that point on, as 1 went to jewelers, I asked the question, "is it real and did you replace it?"
Everyone said it was not real and that they didn't replace the stone.
I then went to the Provo Yellow Pages and started calling jewelers. In calling Lose Jewelers in Provo, I
spoke to Carol Frampton who remembered Laurie and said "yes" their repair department had replaced the
diamond with a cubic zerconia. After that I visited their store, Lose Jewelers. Carol Frampton said that she
gave the ring back to Laurie with the new stone in it and gave her back the loose diamond. Carol commented
on what a beautiful stone the diamond that she removed was, but did not appraise it, although she said she
would have if Laurie would have requested it. Carol said that she and Mrs. Lose questioned Laurie's motive for
removing the stone between them but did not question Laurie. I have a letter in my possession from Lose
Jewelers stating that they removed the diamond from my mother's ring at Laurie Barnett8s request.
Carol Frampton also mentioned that Laurie Barnett had them make a custom ring for about $3,000.00^
somewhere around that time. I don't know if Laurie used the stones from my mother's jewelry for the ring or
not.

^

In our divorce, Laurie slipped in a copy of a codicil from my mother's will giving her my mother's jewelry
and on the cover she typed on "Gifts from Gil to Laurie." It never happened. There was never any discussion
or conversation between Laurie and I about giving the jewelry to her. Ever.
I contacted Utah County Sheriffs Dept. Detective Richard Case in about January 2000 concerning the theft
of the diamond and a list of jewelry (from memory) that Laurie kept. I'm not great at remembering dates. I am
^also turning over to Detective Case, several conies (not altered') of recordings of re.lenhnnp r.nnv^atmnc T harl
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I do give this statement of my ownfreewiE I understand thai I have the right to remain silent, that anything I say can be used
against me in a court of law, that I have therigjbtto taJk to an attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if 1
cannot afford an attorney one will be appointedforme if I so desire. I understand thai I have the right to stop answering questions at
time.
iding the above rights, I make the followingI statement
statement
Signature)

(Witness)^

with Laurie Barnett of me asking for my mother's jewelry. Shewould not answer me. She also took and kept a
gold "Star of David" on gold chain with a l/3 carat diamond that she gave to me on ourfirstanniversary in 1977,
If you have any doubts about the preceding statement. I would be more than happy to take a polygraph test.
Carol Frampton said that she thought that they did the job about two years prior to my visit to their store and
that they had charged her about $80.00. I'm sure if you ask them to look up the work order, they would do it
for you.
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I do ^ve this-statcmem of my ownfreewfll I understand that I have the nght tq remain silent, that anything I say can be. used
against me in a court of law, that I have therightto talk to an attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I
cannot afibrd an attorney one will be appointed for me if I so desire. I understatld that I have the right to stop answering questions at
anytime
hie above rights, I make the following statement

(Signature)

(Witness) $

In about 1974, my mother and father (Irving and Charlotte Freedman) moved to Salt Lake City from
JLosAngeles, My mother brought her jewelry with her. Since they were building a new house, my
mother thought it best to put her jewelry in a safe deposit box at the Bank of Utah, downtown Salt Lake
Jbranch, where it remained until her death in 1987. Before doing so, she had her 21/2-carat diamond ring
appraised at O.C Tanner Jewelers in Salt Lake City. Mr Paul Oliver, the store manager did the
appraisal. He also took a picture of the ring, which I believe was placed in the deposit box with the
appraisal and ring, along with the rest of her jewelry, Mr. Oliver has since passed away. 1 can't
remember the exact value and the figure of $21^000 sticks in my mind but I'm not quite sure. Let" ussay
the value exceeded $10,000,
I spoke to Allison Cameron at O.C. Tanner their records do not go back to 1974. I also spoke to the
O.C. Tanner manager Brent McMaster and he said they just couldn't help me. They can be contacted at
801-532-3222.

,

As I remember, Mr. Arie Leeflany, 241S E. Melony Drive, Holiday, Utah, who was the Director of
Finance for O.C. Tanner Company, a family friend, drove my father to O.C. Tanner's downtown store to
have Paul Oliver appraise the ring. I don't think I knew Laurie then.
My moth^ had given me the kev for the safe deposit box and I was on the signature card. Since my
jmofrsr left me all of her jewelry in her will, my thep wife. Laurie and I went to the Bank of Utah and
i

V
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Case #::
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Key Shop in Salt Lake. As I remember, the jewelry was in a zippered vinyl bank bag. I wrote the
combination down in a red padded phone book under "S" for safe, which was kept in a drawer below the
microwave oven in the upstairs kitchen. I don't remember seeing the jewelry after that. Also, in
looking through the drawer, the red book was not there in later years.
Laurie and I were divorced October 1, 1996, but we shared the house. She lived upstairs and I lived
downstairs. I continued to ask her constantly for my mother's jewelry, amongst other items, but she
wouldn't answer me,
After Laurie (Barnett) had me removed by the Utah County Sheriffs Dept. on false charges of
domestic violence, I received the ring, a gold ring that belonged to my father and a pair of silver
candlesticks that had been in my family in excess of 250 years through an attorney about September
1999. The attorney told me that the main stone (2^-carat) in my mother's ring didn't look like a good
diamond. But it was his understanding that the stone would have to be removed from the setting and
weighed to see if it was real.
I started driving from one jewelry store to another in Salt Lake County because Laurie worked near
Olympus Hills area. The first jeweler I went to was the Shane Company. A tall lady with red hair told
me the stone was not real. From that point on, as I went to jewelers, I asked the question, "is it real and
did you replace it?" Everyone said it was not real and that they didn't replace the stone.
I then went to the Provo Yellow Pages and started calling jewelers. In calling Lose Jewelers in
Provo, I spoke to Carol Frampton who remembered Laurie and said "yes" their repair department had
replaced the diamond with a cubic zerconia. After that I visited their store, Lose Jewelers. Carol
Frampton said that she gave the ring back to Laurie with the new stone in it and gave her back the loose
diamond. Carol commented on what a beautiful stone the diamond that she removed was? but did not
appraise it, although she said she would have if Laurie would have requested it. Carol said that she and
Mrs. Lose questioned Laurie's motive for removing the stone between them but did not question Laurie.
I have a letter in my possession from Lose Jewelers stating that they removed the diamond from my
mother's ring at Laurie Barnett's request,
Carol Frampton also mentioned that Laurie Barnett had them make a custom ring for about
$3,000.00, somewhere around that time. I didn't know if Laurie used the stones from my mothers
jewelry for the ring or not.

^

In our divorce, Laurie slipped in a copy of a codicil from my mother's will giving me her jewelry and
on the cover she typed on "Gifts from Gil to Laurie." It never happened. There was never any
conversation between Laurie and I about giving; the jewelry to her. Ever.

— Utah County Sheriff
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Suspect

I do give this statement of my own free will I %mder$ta&d that I have the right to remain siient, that anything I say o&n be used
against me in a court of law, that I have the right to talk to an attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I
cannot afford an attorney one will be appointed for me if I so desire. I understand that I have the right tq stop answering questions at
g the above rights, I make the following statement.

(Signature)

(Witness)

ff

I contacted Utah County Sheriffs Dept. Detective Richard Case concerning the theft of the diamond
and a list of jewelry (from memory) that Laurie kept in about January 2000. I'm not great at
remembering dates. I am also turning over to Detective Case, several copies (not altered) of recordings
of telephone conversation I had with Laurie Baxnett of me asking for my mother's jewelry. She would
not answer me. She also took and kept a gold "Star of Dave" on gold chain with a x/2 carat diamond that
she gave to me on our first anniversary in 1977.
If you have any doubts about the preceding statement. I would be more than happy to take a
polygraph test.
Carol Frampton said that she thought that they did the job about two years prior to my visit to their
store. I'm sure if you ask them to look up the work order, they would do it for you.

LOSEE
Jewelers

est 1956

COTTONTREE SQUARE

September 14, 1999

To Whom It May Concern;
Per a customer request and on a unknown date, a work order was given to our Jeweler to
remove a large Marquise diamondfromaringbelonging to Laurie Barnett Her
instructions were to replace the diamond with a large cubic zirconia. We returned the
loose diamond and thefinishedringback to Laurie.
Sincerely;

S^^^&^/^
Carol Frampton
Salesperson

2230 Nonh University Parkway #3 • Provo • Utah • 84604-1509 * 801/373-1000 • fax 801/373-1067
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OFFICE OF

Htalj<S0unttjMi0nm}
Kay Bryson, County Attorney
E. Kent Sundberg, Civil Division Chief
Sherry Ragan, Criminal Division Chief
Jeff Robinson, Chief Investigator

Civil Division
E. Kent Sundberg
David H. Shawcroft
Kent O. Willis

M. Cort Griffin
Chris Yannelli
Paul D. Wake
Robert J. Moore

100 East Center Street Suite 2400
Provo, Utah 84606
Phone (801) 851-8001
Fax (801) 370-8009

November 25, 2003

Gil Freedman
PO Box 250
Lehi, UT 84043
Re:

GRAMA Request for Records

Dear Mr. Freedman:
This letter is provided in response to your request for Utah County Attorney's records
regarding Laurie Barnett. The Criminal Division of the Utah County Attorney's office did receive
the Utah County Sheriffs Office case no. 417386 for screening for criminal charges. John Allan was
the Deputy Utah County Attorney who reviewed the case. After review of the case, this office
declined to prosecute as the statute of limitations had run.
If you should have any further questions or concerns regarding this matter, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Oto^^
Chris YafineHi
Deputy Utah County Attorney
CY:tae

EXHIBIT: 6

Second CodicilCharlotte Freedman
Gilbert gave Laurie
these items as gifts.

A00329

monies have been placed, and that further, my monies were
withdrawn from the joint tenancy banking accounts by my son,
HOWARD FREEDMAN, while I was still alive, in what I believe
was an attempt by him to manifest ownership of said monies
to thwart my testamentary wishes as to the disposition of
said monies upon my death as is dictated by the terms of the
Joint Will between IRVING H. FREEDMAN and myself and the
First Codicil thereto.
ARTICLE THREE
I herewith give, devise and bequeath any and all
monies belonging to me, standing in my name, whether in
joint tenancy or not, regardless of with whom, and regardless
of wherever located, to my two sons, HOWARD FREEDMAN and
GILBERT FREEDMAN, equally.
ARTICLE FOUR
I have heretofore, during my lifetime, given to my
son, GILBERT FREEDMAN, all of my jewelry, all of my household
possessions and furniture, including my piano, which
gifts I hereby affirm.
ARTICLE FIVE
I herewith reaffirm that certain Declaration made
by me in August 198 6 whereby I declared any property standing

A003;?l

in my name with HOWARD FREEDMAN to be accounts of convenience
and not gifts to him or joint tenancy accounts which would
transfer the ownership of the proceeds of said accounts to
him upon my death.
ARTICLE SIX
I stand in fear that due to my health and age that
someone may attempt to declare this Codicil or my will or
other codicil as invalid for whatever reason and that I do
not desire to see my family engage in litigation with one
another over my estate and, therefore, I herewith declare
that if any person should seek to have this Codicil or my
Will or any other codicil declared null and void for any
reason whatsoever, that such person or any person who should
be the beneficiary of such attempt, directly or indirectly,
shall be disinherited from taking anything under my Last
Will and Testament and the two codicils thereto.

I further

declare that in the event that my death should occur prior
to the conclusion of the pending lawsuit to reclaim my
monies and property from HOWARD FREEDMAN and/or any of the
institutions wherein he has placed my monies, that all costs
of that litigation, including reasonable attorneys fees,
shall be a surcharge against any part or portion of my
estate, if any, to which HOWARD FREEDMAN would be entitled,
whether incurred before or after my death.

Ann^P2

ARTICLE SEVEN
Under the joint Last Will and Testament of IRVING
H. FREEDMAN and CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN a certain trust was to be
created in the event that certain divorce proceedings between
GILBERT FREEDMAN and RUTH FREEDMAN were not concluded.

That

matter has long since become complete and no longer contingent
and, therefore, said trust and all provisions relating
thereto are deemed to be null and void and that GILBERT
FREEDMAN shall take under said will and the two codicils
thereto as is therein provided, free and clear of any trusts
or other restrictions and in his own name and not under any
trust and in particular, but without limitation, the provisions
of ARTICLE II of the First Codicil to my Last Will and
Testament.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
this y ?

day of November 1986, and being first duly sworn

do hereby declare to the undersigned notary that I sign and
execute this instrument as my Second Codicil to my Last Will
and Testament and that I sign it willingly and that I execute
it as my free and voluntary act for the purposes expressed
in it.

That I am 18 years of age or older, of sound mind

and under no constraint or undue influence.

var

CftffRLOTTE FREEDMAN

AOO.?.°3

We, the attesting witnesses, sign our names to
this instrument, being first duly sworn, and do hereby
declare to the undersigned notary that CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN
signed and executed this instrument as her Second Codicil to
her Last Will and Testament and that she and each of us in
the presence and hearing of CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN, and of each
other, hereby signed this Second Codicil to her Last Will
and Testament as witnesses to CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN signing and
to the best of our knowledge she is 18 years of age or
older, of sound mind and under no constraint or undue influence.
Witness:

Residing at %QQ N', C8 €

lt*/7

Witness

Residing at R^]

STATE OF UTAH

f.

}lY«ft<*) <r>

)

ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE)
Subscribed, sworn to, and acknowledged before me

A00334

by CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN and by the witnesses named herein this
f^ day of November 1986.

^g^c

/JAXUL*JQAQjJJU,^J

Notary P u b l i c , r e s i d i n g a t
S a l t Lake County, Utah
...

H.,( My Commission E x p i r e s :

1;
:*/<• /'Jr.'.

'^c-

• * 0?
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EXHIBIT 27

LEGAL CENTER FOR VICTIMS
OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
By: {Catherine Smith #5595
P.O. Box 353
Provo, Utah 84603
Telephone: 375-1031
Attorney for Petitioner

^ <£>

: •J .
/
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
P.O. Box 1847 - 125 North 100 West, Provo, Utah 84603
LAURIE LEIGH BARNETT,
Petitioner,
vs.

VERIFIED PETITION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER

Civil No. 9 ^ / V V ^ / ^ ^

GILBERT FREEDMAN,

Judge

rjiyi**^*

Respondent.

PETITIONER IS ADVISED THAT LYING TO OBTAIN A PROTECTIVE ORDER M A Y BE
CONSIDERED A FELONY UNDER THE UTAH CODE.
The Petitioner alleges against the Respondent and states as follows:
1.

Either Petitioner or Respondent resides, or the acts occurred, in this County.

2.

Neither party is the minor child (step, adoptive, or natural) of the other party

3.

Petitioner is 16 or older, or emancipated. Petitioner and Respondent have the

following relationship (check and circle all that apply):
53

[currently(Formeriy}married; [divorced on: 10/1/96]

•

[currently living/have lived] as if married;

•

related by blood or marriage; [describe relationship: ]

•

have one or more children together;

18

(currently residingfoave resided] in the same residence.

1/16/96

4.

Petitioner and Respondent are the parents of the following minor children:
NAME

BIRTHDATE

ADDRESS

none

H

a.

These minor children have resided at the following location(s) for the past year (give

the locations and the dates at each location):

5.

On or about July 20. 1999t the Respondent threatened, attempted, or caused the

following acts of abuse or domestic violence. (Describe in detail what happened, where, who was
involved (including the minor children and family and household members), if weapons were involved,
and if injuries resulted. Attach more sheets if necessary.)
The Respondent has been living in the basement of my home as a renter since our divorce was
final. He filed bankruptcy and could not afford another place to live. He has become more
and more threatening to me.

There is no wav to shut him out of mv living space as the

staircase from downstairs to upstairs is open with no door to lock. On or about July 20.
1999. Respondent had had his gun out shooting while I was not at home. When I returned
home, he showed me two bullets and said "These are the bullets I picked up off the lawn".
He has told me he has nothing to live for and nothing to lose

T live out in the country far

from the nearest neighbors. I have been calling my mother in California daily to let her know
that I am still alive. The people at my work know that thev are to call the sheriff if I do not
come to work as scheduled T am in tremendous fear of him and even spent the night in mv
car last night because I am afraid of what he will do to me.

6.

The following is a description of other acts of abuse or domestic violence by

Respondent. (Describe with the same detail as above. Attach more sheets if necessary.)
On Mav 17. 1999. T went to the garage to get a shovel. The Respondent had placed a new
lock on the garage door and I could not get in. I went into the house to get him to remove
the lock and we went outside. He grabbed me and pushed me away from the door and told
me T would not get into the garage. I called the sheriff. Since December. 1998 Respondent
has become more and more verballv abusive and threatening to me. He has caused persons
feeding mv animals to be in fear whenever they come to mv property because he turns his dog
loose on the voung bov who comes to feed my animals. He has harassed the realtor in an
attempt to inhibit the sale of my home.

This home was awarded to me in the divorce decree.

I have attached a letterfromthe Realtor and from the young bov's mother regarding the dog
incident

7.

The following is a list of case numbers (include court locations) in which protective

orders or divorce and other orders have been issued concerning the Petitioner, the Respondent and/or
others named in this petition.
954400884 fDivorce^

8.

The following other cases have involved or currently involve Petitioner, Respondent

and/or the others named in this petition:
9.

none

I also request relief for the following family and household members:

none

WHEREFORE: I respectfully request that this Court:
1.

Order the Respondent to appear at a hearing.

2.

Immediately issue an Ex Parte Protective Order and, after the hearing, issue a

Protective Order containing the following relief (Check boxes of relief that you are requesting):

H

Restrain the Respondent from attempting, threatening or committing abuse or

3

1/16*6

domestic violence against Petitioner.

D

Restrain the Respondent from attempting, threatening or committing abuse or

domestic violence against the minor children and the designated family and household
members.
H

Prohibit the Respondent from directly or indirectly contacting, harassing, telephoning,

or otherwise communicating with the Petitioner.

a

Order the Respondent to vacate and stay away from the residence located at: 8895

W Ri,illriver Road Lehi. Utah, and prohibit the Respondent from terminating or interfering
with the utility services to the residence.

H

Order the Respondent to stay awayfromPetitioner's school, place of employment, and

other placesfrequentedby Petitioner, the minor children and designated family or household
members. These places are identified by the following address(es):
Montgomery Watson Engineering
4525 South Wasatch Boulevard Suite 200

Salt Lake City, Utah 84124
•

Prohibit the Respondent from purchasing, using, or possessing a firearm or other

weapon as designated by the court, including:
a

Award possession of the following residence, automobile and/or other essential

personal effects:
8895 W BullriverRoad. Lehi Utah

H

Order a law enforcement officer to accompany Petitioner to the residence to ensure

that Petitioner is safely restored to possession of the listed items.

B

Order a law enforcement officer to supervise Respondent's removal of essential
A

t/1£/OA

personal belongings from the residence.

D

Order Respondent to participate in an electronic monitoring program.

D

Order the Department of Child and Family Services to conduct an investigation into

the possibilities of child abuse.

•

Appoint a Guardian ad Litem to represent the best interests of the children.

3.

Include in the Protertive Order the following temporary relief which should be in

effect for up to 150 days (explauTin writing and attach if additional time will be necessary).

D

Grant Petitioner custody of the minor child/ren.

D

Order the following visitation arrangement:

D

Restrain Respondent from using drugs and/or alcohol prior to or during visitation.

D

Restrain Respondent from removing the minor child/ren from the state.

a

Order Respondent to pay child support in the amount of $ pursuant to the Utah

Uniform Child Support Guidelines.

O

Order Respondent to participate in mandatory income withholding pursuant to Utah

Code Annotated § 62A-11, Parts 4 and 5.

D

Order Respondent to pay one-half of the minor child/renfs day care expenses.

•

Order Respondent to pay one-half of the minor child/renfs medical expenses including

premiums, deductibles and co-payments.
5

I/1X/UC

D

Order Respondent to pay spousal support in the amount of $.

n

Order Respondent to pay Petitioner's medical expenses suffered as a result of abuse

in the amount of $.

O

Order Respondent to pay the minor children's medical expenses suffered as a result

of abuse in the amount of $.

D

Order any other relief that the court considers necessary for the safety and welfare of

Petitioner, the children and designated household and family members, including:

DATED this

10*
(JO

1999.

day of

LEGAL CENTER FOR VICTIMS OF
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

—*
;
-y
By Katherine Srnijn
Attornev for Petitioner

State of Utah

)

( ss:
.County

)

Being sworn, I state that I am the Petitioner; that I have read this Petition and the statements
in it are true and correct to the best of my knowledge; that I believe I am entitled to the neBef
requested, and that this Petition is not being used to harass or to abuse process.
DATED this J?2* day otgL^

1999.

Sg^J^

*3zt~es

rs

Petitioner

6

1/16*6

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this /fl^

day of Kjl?(y

, 19g§

or £J£tiry Public.-^ - - . r'l J
Residing at:
\/\^r
•
?
My Commission Expires: "'~vv<^;5'>..,. J 3
Serve Respondent at:
GILBERT FREEDMAN
8895 W. Bullriver Road, Lehi, Utah
[C :\... protect\barnett\petition]

July 22, 1999

To Whom It May Concern:
Lori Barnett called me on April 14, 1999 to come and list her home for sale.
Lori was gracious and asked me if she could introduce me to Gill Freeman, her former
husband, who occupies the lower level of her home. As she introduced me, Gill flew into
a vicious tantrum verbally attacking me and calling the previous Realtor a bitch...
My impressing of the whole incident was that Gill waslrying to offend me enough that I
would leave the property and not return.
Gill let me know that he would have to be there during any showing and that I was to call
him on his mobile to make an appointment through him.
I introduced myself and let him know I was there to list and sell the property and that I
would not be picking up the tab for the previous problems.
As yet I>have not been able to show the property because of the interference from Gill
Freeman, changing locks etc., and keeping Lori in a constant state of anxiety. It appears
to me that Lori is a prisoner in her own home and hates to go home. She cannot have
guests or entertain without harassment.
Indeed, Gill is actively and intentionally interfering with the sale of Lori's home. It is
obvious that he does not want to relocate. Gill Freeman is going way beyond the bounds
of a tenant.
If you have any further questions please call me at 801-567-4132.

Diane Borg, Realtor
Mansell & Associates
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LEGAL CENTER FOR VICTIMS
OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
By: Katherine Smith #5595
P.O. Box 353
Provo, Utah 84603
Telephone: 375-1031
Attorney for Petitioner
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
P.O. Box 1847 -125 North 100 West, Provo, Utah 84603
LAURIE LEIGH BARNETT,
EX PARTE
PROTECTIVE ORDER

Petitioner,
vs.

Civil No. <?<?</*/0/*~74

GILBERT FREEDMAN,

Judge -fiWsuz^d-

Respondent.

The Court having found that Petitioner is a cohabitant of Respondent and having found that the
Court has jurisdiction over this matter, and having reviewed Petitioner's Verified Petition for
Protective Order, from which it appears that domestic violence or abuse has occurred, and pending
further hearing in this matter,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
(The Judge shall initial each section that is included in this Order.)

1.

The Respondent is restrained from attempting, committing, or threatening to commit

domestic violence or abuse against Petitioner.
_• 2.

The Respondent is restrained from attempting, committing, or threatening to commit

domestic violence or abuse against the following minor children and members of Petitioner's
family:
none

3.

The Respondent is prohibited from directly or indirectly contacting, harassing,

telephoning, or otherwise communicating with the Petitioner.
4.

& The Respondent is ordered excluded and shall stay away from Petitioner's residence

and its premises located at:
8895 W Bullriver Road. Lehi. Utah
and Respondent is prohibited from terminating or interfering with the utility services to the
residence.

5.

The Respondent is ordered to stay awayfromthe school, place of employment, and/or

other places, and their premises, frequented by Petitioner, the minor children and the
designated household and family members. These places are identified by the following
addresses:
Montgomery Watson Engineering

4525 South Wasatch Boulevard Suite 2Q0
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124
.n 6.

The Court having found that Respondent's use or possession of a weapon may pose

a serious threat of harm to Petitioner, the Respondent is prohibited from purchasing, using,
or possessing a firearm or any of the following weapons:

7.

The Petitioner is awarded temporary possession of the following residence,

automobile and/or other essential personal property:
8895 W Bullriver Road. Lehi. Utah
_n 8.

The Petitioner is granted temporary custody of the following minor child/ren:

a 9.

The Respondent shall have visitation as follows:

p 10.

The Respondent is restrainedfromremoving the parties1 minor children from the state

of Utah.
11.

An officer from the following law enforcement agency: Utah County Sheriff shall

accompany Petitioner to ensure that Petitioner obtains custody of the children and/or that the
Petitioner safely regains possession of the awarded property.

12.

An officer from the same law enforcement agency shall facilitate Respondent's

removal of Respondent's essential personal belongings from the parties1 residence. The law
enforcement officer shall contact Petitioner to make these arrangements. Respondent may
not contact the Petitioner or enter the residence to obtain any items.

m

13.

Law enforcement agencies with jurisdiction over the protected locations shall have

authority to compel Respondent's compliance with this Order, including the authority to

forcibly evict and restrain Respondent from the protected areas.
p 14.

The Respondent and the Petitioner are ordered to bring proof of current income to

the hearing. The proof should include year-to-date pay stubs or employer statements, and
complete tax returns for the most recent year.

n 15.

16.

Other:

Unless otherwise modified by the Court, this Order is effective from the date and time

served on Respondent, until, after further hearing in this matter, the Respondent is served
with a Protective Order or a Protective Order is denied.

17.

The Respondent is ordered to appear at a hearing on:

Date:/^^^ ^
^ ^
Time:
fT^ta^
Room.J^
^
00
W
Address:/^ AW^< I
^

?^0

(ft &t*l

RESPONDENT'S VIOLATION OF PROVISIONS 1 - 7 OF THIS ORDER WILL
CONSTITUTE A CLASS A MISDEMEANOR EITHER PARTY MAY BE HELD
IN CONTEMPT FOR IGNORING OR ALTERING THE TERMS OF THIS ORDER
DATED: C/tftY'Jlsf.

fi&?

TIME.

Z "^g

2L.m.

^

Serve Respondent at:
GILBERT FREEDMAN
8895 W. Bullriver Road, Lehi, Utah

• -'XO

[C :\... protect\bamett\exparte]

EXHIBIT: 8

: »*">

EXHIBIT; 9

EXHIBIT'. 10

Starfire Industries had an SBA working capital loan with the Guardian State Bank. I
believe the amount was about $285,000. Since the US luxury tax came along, there was
no income for the company.
I sold a house my mother left me for $180,000 and gave the money to the bank. There
was a balance of about $90,000. The bank wanted to force the sale of the Bull River,
house and filed a lien against the house. We didn't know what we were going to do, but
out of the "blue" there came a check in the mail for enough money to pay it off with my
cash. It was from my dad's estate from a payoff of a first trust deed from Robert Chow
on the 10231 Venice blvd. Property. Laurie insisted that I endorse the check and took it
along with my cash to Fresno, California where her mother lives. Laurie turned my
check and cash into checks from her mother Maxine Barnett. Laurie's mother in turn,
sent the bank the checks through Cohne and Rappaport trust account. Bought the lien on
about $250,000 plus of boats and marine supplies in her name. She became the owner of
the boats and marine supplies using my money. After that, Laurie wouldn't discuss it
with me.
The items were auctioned off, but I didn't know what the amount was. Laurie wouldn't
tell me. One day she handed me a check from Glendale Federal Savings in Fresno,
California for $5,000 from Maxine Barnett. She had written "Gift" on it. She said that it
was my share and to shut up. I would like an accounting of the sale and learn how much
the things were sold for and where the money went.

Thursday, October 30, 2003
Gilbert Freedman
P.O. Box 250
Lehi, Utah 84043-0250
Dear Gil:
Enclosed with this letter are the documents that were forwarded to me from Bob Chow
regarding the reconveyance of the deed of trust that had encumbered the property at 10231
Venice Blvd., Los Angeles. I am also enclosing a hand written draft of a letter that I must have
sent with the loan payments. I believe that the attorneys got involved because you were not
able to properly reconvey the trust deed because of the death of Howard Freedman.
I have a very clear recollection that this loan was paid by Bob Chow and I believe that he sent
a check for $47,690.82 to you and a separate check for the same amount to Julie. These
checks were sent out at the end of September of 1993.
I do not have a copy to the checks, nor does Bob Chow. Mr. Chow checked with his bank in El
Segundo but they told him that they retain their records for only 7 years. Mr. Chow's lawyer,
Sull Lawrence, passed away last year and I do not think that his son, who still runs the
practice, would have a copy of either check.
I hope this is helpful. Please feel free to call me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Dannie Cavanaugh
Cavanaugh Realtors
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December 22, 1994

Sull Lawrence, Esq.
Lawrence & Lawrence
9454 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 10PH
Beverly Hills, California 90212-2989
Re:

F^^TT^n/wg^ter W, Chow_-P€>ed of JTrust

Dear Mr. Lawrence:
I would like to bring you up to date on the status of
our efforts to compile the necessary documentation to accomplish
a reconveyance of Mr. Chow's deed of trust. As you may have
gathered from Mr. Cotro-Manes1 letter to you of August 9, 1994,
he has been of no significant help.
The beneficiaries under the deed of trust were Irving
H. Freedman and Charlotte Freedman as joint tenants. I now have
a certified copy of the death certificate of Irving Freedman, and
I will prepare and record an Affidavit-Death of Joint Tenant to
establish the succession of Charlotte Freedman to the beneficial
interest under the deed of trust.
I also have now obtained a certified copy of an Estate
Closing Order issued by the Utah court, in which the estate of
Charlotte Freedman was administered. I enclose for your
information a copy of this order. As you will see from Schedules
A and B, item 7 in each, a one-half interest in the Robert Chow
deed of trust was distributed to Howard Freedman, and a one-half
interest to Gilbert Freedman.
As you know, Julie Freedman is the Administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of Howard Freedman.
I believe, therefore, that a Request for Full
Reconveyance executed by Gilbert Freedman and by Julie Freedman
as Administrator with the will annexed should suffice to
authorize a full reconveyance.

Sull Lawrence, Esq.
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My only question at this time is whether in this state
of the record, Bank of America, the Trustee under the deed of
trust, will reconvey based upon the instructions of Gilbert
Freedman and Julie Freedman, and I am making inquiries of the
bank. If it will not, then I suggest that the appropriate
procedure would be for Mr. Chow, as the Trustor, and Gilbert
Freedman and Julie Freedman, as successors of the beneficiary,
execute a substitution of Trustee, who would then execute the
reconveyance.
If you have any comments or other suggestions, I will
be glad to have them. I will report to you as soon as I know
Bank of Americafs position- If Bank of America is unwilling to
reconvey on this state of facts and we must substitute a Trustee,
it would seem that in order to support the substitution by the
successors to the beneficiary's interest, we may need to record
the certified copy of the Utah Estate Closing Order, If this is
the case,, then presumably we will need something to identify
what the order refers to simply as "First Trust Deed executed by
Robert Chow, Los Angeles, CA." as in fact the deed of trust with
which we are dealing.
I welcome any comments or suggestions which you may
have, and I assure you that I am doing everything possible to
bring this matter to a proper conclusion.
Very truly yours,

Gerald S. Thede
for PRICE, POSTEL Si PARMA
GST/vk
Encl.

PAUL N. COTRO-MANES
Attorney at Law
4537 Tanglewood Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
(801) 272-2838
August 9, 1994

Sull Lawrence, Esq.
Attorney at Law
9454 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 10 PH
Beverly Hills, California 90212-2989
Re:

Robert H. Chow
Estates of Irving and Charlotte Free

Dear Mr. Lawrence
Your letter dated 07/07/94 was received upon my return to Utah
after a 6 week absence from the State.
I have been retired for over three (3) years from the active
practice of law and advised Mr. Gil Freedman of this and I believe
that he obtained other counsel.
In any event, I did handle to
probate of the Estates of Irving and Charlotte Freedman, but the
probate files are in storage and I have not reviewed them for
years.
Mr. Irving Freedman died, I think, in 1979, leaving a will which
was admitted to probate. Under this will everything went to Mrs.
Freedman.
An ancillary probate was filed in Los Angles County by an attorney
who had offices near the LA Airport, whose name, I cannot recall.
Gil Freedman should have his name, as he did a lot of work for Mr.
Freedman in the 60*3 and 70"s.
Upon the death of Charlotte, around the middle of the 80's her
estate was probated and all properties remaining in her name, she
having made gifts of a lot of her property during her lifetime,
went to Howard and Gil (Gilbert) her two sons and the named heirs
under her will. This probate as well as the probate of Irving's
estate was in Salt Lake County, Utah. Both were closed many years
ago.

-1-

Howard and Gil entered into a written contract with one another,
which I did not draft, dividing their mother's property and
settling on going differences.
I do not know who got the Chow
Trust Deed, but this did not end the matters between the two boys.
Other counsel of Gil is representing him in a pending suit in the
United States District Court of Utah.
Subsequently, Howard died in California, sometime around the end of
the 80's. What went on with his estate, I have no knowledge.
Howard and I were not on speaking terms due to a law suit I filed
against him on behalf of Charlotte,*m Federal Court for the taking
of a large sum of money from her banking accounts when he thought
that she was going to die, which she did not, but Howard refused to
return the money.
The law suit was settled and the money was
returned, but Howard blamed me for the adverse publicity and the
settlement. Whether he got the Trust Deed, I do not know. Gil
should have this information.
I do not know if a deed of reconveyance is due from Gil or not.
Howard's wife is still a resident of California, I think.
lived in the Santa Barbara area, I think.

They

I am sorry that I cannot help you, but if Mr. Chow was paying
Howard, then I would think that Howard got the Trust Deed Note,
and it would be his estate which should deliver the deed of
reconveyance. His estate, I was informed, was extensive and there
or is a probate in California.

Paul N.' Cotro-Manes
PNC:pc
cc:
Gil Freedman

August 10, 1994

Gilbert Freedman
8895 W. Bull River Rd.
Lehi, Utah 84043
Julie Freedman
3966 Laguna Blanca
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
RE:

Trust Deed on real property
Lots 8, 9 10 of Brundage Palm Place, L.A. CA.
Executed by Robert W. Chow, as Trustor and
Irving and Charlotte Freedman, as Beneficiaries

I am the attorney for Robert W. Chow, Trustor of the above Trust
Deed.
The balance due on said deed of trust was paid in full by Mr. Chow
on or about September 29, 1993 and payment was made of the balance
due (1/2 to Gilbert Freedman and 1/2 to Howard Freedman). Demand
was made for a reconveyance at the time payment was made.
I have received a letter from attorney Paul Cotro-Manes advising me
as to his knowledge regarding the history of the ownership of said
deed of trust.
A copy of said letter is enclosed herein
I have checked with the Title Company and they show ownership of
the deed cf trust presently registered in the names of Irving H.
Freedman and Charlotte Freedman.
Demand is made that the following necessary steps be taken to
(1)
Dissolve the joint tenancy of Irving and Charlotte Freedman
as joint tenants. A certified copy of the death certificate
of Irving Freedman would have to be obtained by you
(2)
Obtain a certified copy of Charlotte Freedman's probate
decree of distribution reflecting transfer of the deed of
trust to Gilbert and Howard Freedman

Page 1 of 2

(3)
(4)

Obtain a certified copy of the decree of distribution in
Howard's probate transferring Howard's interest in the deed
of trust to Julie Freedman
After all of the above are complied with, a Request For Full
Reconveyance of the deed of trust executed by Julie Freedman
and Gilbert Freedman along with the original Note secured by
the deed of trust and the deed of trust be furnished to Bank
of America, as Trustee of the deed of trust along with Bank
of America's required fee.

In the event that you fail to perform the required steps
necessary to furnish my client with a Full Reconveyance, legal
proceedings shall be instituted naming both of you as parties to
clear title along with a request for damages, costs and attorneys'
fees.
A prompt reply is requested within 15 days from date of this
letterVery truly yours,

SULL LAWRENCE
SL:dhl
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This F I N A N C I N G STATEMENT is presented to a filing officer for filing pursuant to the Uniform
Commercial Code.
1. Debtor(s) (Last Name First) and address(es)

tarfire Industries, Inc.
355 West Wells Pari: Road
*st Jordan, Utah
84083

v

%

/

2. Secured Party(ies) and address(es)

Guardian State Bank
142 East 200 South

2 7737 5

in SIC, Utah 84111

Social Security or

d

UCC DEPT

Emp. Fed. I.D. No. 8 7 - 0 2 9 0 6 5 8
4. This Financing Statement covers the following types (or items) of property:

LI inventory, work in process, boats, and boa*
arts and materials now onwed and hereafter aaguirecbf collateral
id proceeds thereof, including but not limited! tc^
tie items described on the attached list.
^

1

Q

f o r P . l m ^ (Wifcer f0aIeA*frie, NurrCel,
and Filing Office)
rj-j

mil inspn'si
.Sales

or use tax paid to
State of

CO

CD

The Secured party is
is not_
. a seller or
5. Assignee(s) of Secured Party and~0
Purchase money lender of the collateral.
Address(es)
f-^
This statement is filed without the debtor's signature to perfect a security interest in collateral (Check [ ^ if so)
Microfilm No ~-NJ
LJ already subject to a security interest in another jurisdiction when it was brought into this state.
which is proceeds of the original collateral described above i!p which a security interest was perfected;
Check [x] if covered:

Q Proceeds of Collateral are also covered.

3. Maturity date (if any):

[M Products of Collateral are also covered. No. of additional Sheets presented:

Approved by Division of Corporations and Commercial
Code, Department of Business Regulations.

Guardian S t a t e Bank

By: [ < ^ ^ g ^ ^ l ^ > C £

1>

Signature(s) of Secured Party(ies)

d

Third Judicia. Dis^c*

STEPHEN B. MITCHELL, Esq. (#2278)
BURBIDGE & MITCHELL
.——

Attorneys f o r P l a i n t i f f I Ilii&Af-i
139 E. South Temple, Sui|t<|J|J>g||gj
S a l t Lake City, Utah 841IU
.
(801) 355-6677

SEP 2 9 1993
fla* 2 Jf »

SALTLAK£^ J ° w l *
By

Dfc|><Jiy

Clerk

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

GUARDIAN STATE BANK, a
Utah banking corporation,
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Plaintiff,
-vsSTARFIRE INDUSTRIES, INC.,
a Utah corporation, GILBERT
FREEDMAN, LAURIE L. FREEDMAN,
UNITED MARINE AND SPORTS,
INC., a Utah corporation, and
BOMBARDIER CAPITAL, INC.,
a corporation,

Case No. 930900500 CV
Judge Glenn K. Iwasaki

Defendants.

Guardian

State

Bank's

Motion

for

Partial

Summary

Judgment entering judgment against Defendants Gilbert Freedman
and Laurie L. Freedman with respect to the Complaint on file
herein came on for hearing before the court, the Honorable Glenn
K. Iwasaki, Judge, on September 20, 1993.

Stephen B. Mitchell

of Burbidge & Mitchell appeared on behalf of Plaintiff, Leslie
Van Frank of Cohne, Rappaport & Segal appeared on behalf of
Defendants Freedman, and Jeffrey L. Shields of Callister, Duncan
& Nebeker appeared on behalf of Defendant Bombardier Capital,
Inc.

The court having read and considered the papers filed in

connection

with

the motion,

having

heard

the

arguments

of

counsel and being fully advised in the premises, determines that
no genuine issue of material fact exists and that Guardian State
Bank is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

Accordingly,

judgment is hereby entered in favor of Guardian State Bank and
against Defendants Gilbert Freedman and Laurie L. Freedman as
follows:
1.

For the sum of $84,717.58 plus with interest at the

minimum New York prime rate plus 2% per annum from September 20,
1993.
2.

For reasonable attorneys fees incurred in collecting

the subject loan in the amount of $5,687.50.
3.

For costs of suit incurred herein in the sum of

4.

It is further ordered that this judgment shall be

$125.00.

augmented in the amount of reasonable costs and attorneyfs fees
expended in collecting said judgment by execution or otherwise
as shall be established by affidavit.
5.

The court expressly determines that no just reason

exists to delay entry of final judgment and directs that this
judgment shall be final upon entry.
DATED this C^f

d

^Y

of

Septembe^-7-^993.
BY !PHK>C0tFRT :

JORABLE GLENNTC. IWASAKI
THIRD DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
js gsbstar\psj
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SHERIFFS SflLE

In the

Court, in and for the

Third Judicial District

County of SSffi, State of Utah.
Salt Lake
GUARDIAN STATE BANK, a
Utah banking corporation,

NOTICE OF SALE
Plaintiff,

vs,
SHERIFFS No.CV-93-3265
GILBERT FREEDMAN AND LAURIE L,
FREEDMAN,
Defendants,

(Real Property)
WRIT OF EXECUTION

east
To be sold at Sheriff's Sale, at the WX£ front door of the County
Courthouse in the*City of Provo, County of Utah, State of Utah, on the
day of

December

19 93

at

10:00

29th

o'clock a.m. on said day that

certain piece or parcel of real property situate in Utah County, State of
Utah, described as follows to~wit:
All right, title, claim and interest of the above named defendants:
Beginning at a point 529.45 feet North and 0 deg. 09f30" East along
the Section line and 500.00 feet West of the East Quarter corner of
Section 31, Township 4 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian;
thence West 277.40 feet; thence North 0 deg. 09f30" East 791.89 feet;
thence South 89 deg. 54f East 277.40 feet; thence South 0 deg. 09*30"
West 791.42 feet to the beginning.

Purchase price payable in legal tender of the United States.
Dated at Provo City, Utah, this 29th day of November

1993

DAVID R. BATSMAN, Sheriff of Utah County, Utah

Deputy

STEPHEN B. MITCHELL
Attorney for Plaintiff

Date of first publication December 3, 10 & 17, 1993
The Daily Herald

PROOF OF PUBLICATION
from

>FUTAH
STATE OF
1

(

inty
Utah Coui

|

ss.

I,

»M,EEN WLSON

depose and say that I am the

, being first duly sworn
L E(

. ^-. W <

0f T h e

Daily Herald

a newspaper of general circulation, published six times each week at Provo,
Utah, County of Utah; that the notice attached hereto, and which is a copy

was published in said newspaper for .QNCE-A WEEK-FOR-THREE WEEKSG 0 ^* 1 ^
issues, the first publication having been made on die

3RQ

day

0f

17TH

da

. . DECEMBER

of . DECBVBER

19.93. . ., and the last on the

y

19. .93, .; that said notice was published in the regular

and entire issue of every number of the paper during the period and times
of publication, and the same was published in the newspaper proper and not
in the supplement

j

^

*~ .

Subscribed and sworn to before me this . . .com
DECBBER

day of

A.D., 1 9 9 3 . .
^Notary Public

Residence.. . . JQREM, UTAH

.A>DAILYHERALO

» *&4lmieuA'pimBTMin

r . .
A
SHERIFF SALE :i\CANeELLBDj
X
-i

f J bftf)SbDO/

(7jujjiAo*«t#*
STATE OF UTAH
sa

SHERIFF'S OFFICE

COUNTY OF UTAH
I, DAVID R. BATEMAN, Sheriff of Utah County,
State of Utah, do bexeby certify that under the by virtue
of the withiq annexed ^ ^ EXECV™_^^
^
3
h
I did on the
^ w ^ . . ? l w day of
J^^^^^J.9^^
I noticed said property for sale as the law directs
by posting written Notice of the time anfl place of
sale, particularly describing said property to be sold.
On the ^ ^ ^ ^ J g t h w ^ day of J^jJJBER^
19_23^^ I cancelled said sale at the request of the
Attorney for the Plaintiff.
I herewith return said Writ to the
Court without further service by me.
Dated at Provo, Utah this

__JJf^__day

ofD^^19^L

DAVID R. BATEMAN , UTAH COUNTY SHERIFF

Sheriff's
145.80

Costs

PURCHASE AGREEMENT
This Purchase Agreement is made and entered into this

Q -J

day of December, 19 93 by and between GUARDIAN STATE BANK, a Utah
banking corporation

("Guardian"), and MAXINE BARNETT ("Barnett")

with reference to the following facts.
WHEREAS, on or about February 26, 1991 and in connection
with

an

SBA

Industries,

loan

(the

"SBA

Loan")

Inc. ("Starfire") executed

from

Guardian,

Starfire

in favor of Guardian a

Promissory Note (the "Note") in the principal sum of $275,000.00
payable in monthly installments; and
WHEREAS, as security for repayment of the Note, Starfire
executed

in

favor

of

Guardian

a

Security

Agreement

granting

Guardian a security interest in all inventory, raw materials, work
in progress and supplies, all boats and boat parts and materials,
and the proceeds thereof, then owned or thereafter acquired (the
"Collateral"); and
WHEREAS,

Gilbert

Freedman

and Laurie L. Freedman

(the

"Freedmans") guaranteed payment of the Note; and
WHEREAS, Guardian has obtained a summary judgment

(the

"Judgment") against the Freedmans in the case of Guardian State
Bank v. Starfire Industries, Inc., et al., Third District Court in
and for Salt Lake County, Utah, Case No. 930900500CV; and
WHEREAS, Barnett desires to purchase all of Guardian's
right, title and interest in the SBA Loan, the Note, the Collateral
and the Judgment, as well as Guardian's claim against Starfire in
the Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding it has filed, Bankruptcy No.

3 . Guardian represents that Guardian is the present holder
of the Note and that Guardian has not previously

transferred,

conveyed, assigned or otherwise encumbered any interest in the SBA
Loan, the Note, the Collateral, the Judgment or the Starfire Claim
and that the present unpaid balance of the Note according to its
terms is $89,544.30 plus

interest

from December

28, 1993.

A

breakdown of the balance owing on the Note is attached hereto as
Exhibit "A".

Guardian will release the SBA from its guarantee of

the SBA Loan such that the SBA will have no further right, title
or interest therein and no obligation to guarantee the SBA Loan,
and

Guardian

agrees

to

indemnify

Barnett,

Starfire

and

the

Freedmans from any liability to the SBA thereon, but not otherwise.
4.

Barnett acknowledges and agrees that she is purchasing

Guardian's interest in the SBA Loan, the Note, the Collateral, the
Judgment and the Starfire Claim without recourse and, except as
expressly set forth in paragraph 3 above, without any warranty or
representation of any nature whatsoever, and that Barnett has not
relied upon any representations of Guardian or the Small Business
Administration of the United States of America other than as set
forth in paragraph 3 above.
5.

This Agreement

shall be enforced and construed in

accordance with the laws of the State of Utah.

Any action brought

by the parties relating in any manner to this Agreement or arising
out of this Agreement shall be brought in an appropriate court in
Salt Lake County, Utah.

3

6.
cancel,

Should legal action be necessary to enforce, construe,

terminate,

rescind

or

recover

for

the

breach

of

the

provision of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled
to recover all costs of suit, including reasonable attorney's fees
incurred therein.
IN

WITNESS

WHEREOF,

the

parties

have

Agreement upon the date first above written.
GUARDIAN STATE BANK

By:

[J&JKJ^*^^

U
Maxine Barnett

js agree\gsbbarnett.pa
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MUTUAL RELEASE
FOR

GOOD

AND

VALUABLE

CONSIDERATION,

the

receipt

and

sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the undersigned hereby
release, acquit and forever discharge each other, their agents,

employees,

officers,

directors,

attorneys,

affiliates, successors

and assigns of and from any and all claims, demands, promises,
costs, expenses, damages and/or causes of action of any nature,
which exist o r may exist as of the date of this Mutual Release,
whether known or unknown, liquidated or contingent.

Provided,

however, that the parties acknowledge that Guardian State Bank has
or is in the process of assigning certain claims to Maxine Barnett
pursuant to the Purchase Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit "A"
and this Release shall not be deemed to release or affect in any
way Guardian's rights or claims which are assigned pursuant to the
Purchase Agreement.
Should legal action be necessary to enforce, construe,
cancel,

terminate,

rescind

or

recover

for

the breach

of

the

provisions of this Mutual Release, the prevailing party shall be
entitled

to

recover

all

costs

of

suit,

including

attorney's fees incurred herein.
DATED this ^f/^day of December, 1993.
GUARDIAN STATE BANK

js agree.gsb\barnett.rel

reasonable

00233

3HNE, RAPPAPORT AND SEGAL - Salt Lake < W U t a h 84111
EF.NO. |

YOURINV.NO.

I

INVOICE DATE

12-28-93
Matter # 20604605

I

INVOICE AMOUNT "

I

AMOUNT PAJD

|

DISCOUNT TAKEN

Gil & Laurie Freedman

Release and purchase agreement

|

$88,250.00

Guardian-Freedman

BANK OF UTAH

COHNE, RAPPAPORT AND SEGAL
tOFESSIONAL C O R P O R A T I O N / ATTORNEY'S TRUST A C C O U N T

NET CHECK AMOUNT

00293

^SXT™T
SALT LAKE CITY ( UTAH 84111

525 EAST FIRST SOUTH, 5th FLOOR
P.O.BOX 11008
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84147-0008
(801) 532-2666

97-10/1243

CHECK NO.

CHECKOATEv I

VENDOR NO.

December 28, 1993
CHECK AMOUNT

$88,250.00

PAY Eighty eight thousand two hundred fifty dollars and no/100TO THE
ORDER
OF

Guardian State Bank and
Their attorney
Stephen Mitchell

"•ooESian 1 i : i a i i 3 o c u o 7 i :

ieoa

uaam 1

COHNE, RAPPAPORT AND SEGAL - Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

0028
AMOUNT PAID

12-28-93
Matter # 20604605

DISCPUNT TAKEN

Gil & Laurie Freedman
$88,250.00

Release and purchase agreement

Guardian-Freedman

NET CHECK AMOUNi

' > p? £\ g£ 7 g s £ 55 ^
^ ,-* h* > r-o> r~ > r4

^ 2 s* z ^gz - *z r

^r* rr.'K ~r<* >r<? *n
*~» /**S - ~
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EXHIBIT r 71

DUVAL HANSEN WITT & MORLEY, P.C.
A T T O R N E Y S AT LAW
3 0 6 WEST MAIN STREET

AMERICAN FORK, UTAH 84003
TELEPHONE ( 8 0 1 ) 7 5 6 7 6 5 8
FACSIMILE ( 8 0 1 ) 7 5 6 7 6 9 9

dhwm laf(S)inconnect

GORDON W DUVAL
JAMES TUCKER HANSEN
MARSHALL S WITT
C VAL MORLEY

com

BRUCE R MURDOCH
LARAMIE D MERRITT
SCOTT E WILLIAMS
BRIAN K HAWS
TREY A R DAYES I

PLEASANT GROVE OFFICE
I I O SOUTH MAIN STREET
PLEASANT GROVE UTAH 8 4 0 6 2
TELEPHONE ( S O I ) 7 8 5 5 3 5 0
FACSIMILE (SO I ) 7 8 5 0 8 5 3
OREM (SO I ) 2 2 1 5 4 4 3
FORMERLY HARDING & ASSOCIATES

September 2, 1999
Gil Freedman
8895 West Bull River Road
P.O. Box 250
Lehi, Utah 84043
Re:

Laurie Barnett v. Gil Freedman

Dear Gil:
When you first came to my office, you informed me that
Laurie had obtained sole ownership of your home by fraud. You also
informed me that at the time your Decree of Divorce was entered,
you were not of sound mind. Based on that understanding, I agreed
to help you try to get your Decree set aside. At that time, I
informed you that no court would set aside the Decree if you had
stipulated to the Decree with the intent of defrauding your
creditors. I also informed you that if you had intended to defraud
your creditors, you could be subject to criminal penalties and jail
time. You assured me that you had not intended to defraud your
creditors and that if I could get the Decree set aside, that you
would pay your creditors. You further assured me that you were
willing to take the risk of subjecting yourself to potential jail
time.
Since you made the above assurances, I have formed the
opinion that you fully intended to defraud your creditors. I have
further formed the opinion that you intend to continue to defraud
your creditors. Due to the opinions I have formed, I can no longer
continue to represent you.
As we agreed on August 31, 1999, the Complaint (Case No.
990402668) , which I filed on your behalf, in which we requested
that the court set aside your Decree of Divorce, has been
dismissed.
As you are aware, there are two constable sales
scheduled on September 7, 1999, to sell your property (Case No.
920905473). The sale of your vehicle is scheduled for 12:00 p.m.
and the sale of your other personal property is scheduled for 1:00
p.m. I believe there is a hearing scheduled that same day at 9:00
a.m. to discuss whether your property is exempt.

P C

Gil Freedman
September 2, 1999
Page Two

I strongly recommend that you do not testify at that
hearing as anything you say can be used against you in a criminal
proceeding. Unless you can afford to pay off Star Brand, Inc., I
recommend that you do not contest the sale of your property in any
manner whatsoever. Furthermore, I recommend that you speak with an
attorney who specializes in criminal defense immediately and that
you do not speak with anyone regarding any of your cases until you
have done so.
Please remember that there is an Ex Parte Protective
Order in place that requires that you stay away from Laurie (Case
No. 994401574) . You also have an eviction case pending in American
Fork. There is currently a motion pending before the court in that
matter which is scheduled on September 29, 1999 at 9:00 a.m. (Case
No. 99010236).
Please be informed that I intend to withdraw from all of
your cases immediately. You need to contact another attorney as
soon as possible to assist you in these matters. Along with this
letter, I have enclosed a copy of your entire file. These copies
are being provided to you for the use of your new attorney.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the
above, please feel free to contact me.
Very truly yours,
DUVAL HANSEN WITT & MORLEY, P.C.

SCOTT E. WILLIAMS
SEW/dw
Enclosures

I requested that my attorney Scott E. Williams of Duval, Hansen, Witt and Morley to arrange a
meeting with Laurie L. Barnett, her attorney, Mr. Randy Lund, Mr. Williams and myself. I think
that Mr. Clayne Corey and Mr. Randy Lund were switching off in court appearances with oral
arguments between attorneys. I really wouldn't know either one if I saw them on the street. I
think it was Mr. Lund, who attended the meeting.
After reading the enclosed newspaper articles, I don't think Mr. Lund should have allowed Mr.
Lund to practice law if he was possibly under the influence of narcotics. I had arranged a sale of
a lot that we owned, as per the binding agreement, although I paid for it, made and placed a for
sale sign on the property and spoke to potential buyers including the purchaser Faye Mounteer,
who paid $68,000.00 (no commission). I needed my share of the money to pay off a judgement
for a business debt for Starfire Industries that was gotten by default because I didn't know I had
to appear at a hearing. The attorney's for Starfire Industries bankruptcy didn't inform me. The
meeting was set for August 27, 1999 at a meeting room at the Fourth District Court building in
Provo, Utah. Mr. Lund came alone. He told Mr. Williams that Laurie Barnett was deathly afraid
of me and wouldn't be there. Of course, in order to get through the entrance of the building, you
had to go through a metal detector and there were armed deputies everywhere you looked in the
building. I told Mr. Williams "let's go", but they sat down at the table so I did too. Mr. Lund
started telling Mr. Williams what a brilliant move he made by suggesting that the judge dissolve
the divorce. Mr. Lund asked Mr. Williams what school he went to. Mr. Williams told him a
school in Nebraska. Mr. Lund kept on giving Mr. Williams compliments on how great he
though he was. I couldn't believe what I was seeing and hearing.
Then, Mr. Lund got to me. He started belittling me to my face and told me that he was going to
have me psychologically evaluated among other things. He then said to me, "you don't want me
to do that, do you?" All in a threatening tone of voice. I had mentioned to Mr. Williams in one
of our conversations that every time Laurie Freedman Barnett started yelling, screaming,
terrorizing and threatening me, I had to take a Valium tablet (by prescription) to help me calm
down and help bring my blood pressure down. I never said I wasn't of sound mind. What Laurie
did to me was enough to drive me crazy. I tried to explain to Mr. Lund and Mr. Williams that it
was impossible to talk to Laurie because of how she abused me verbally, but Mr. Lund had the
floor and he wouldn't let me finish speaking. Mr. Lund said this was a poor excuse. Mr.
Williams sat there amazed that Mr. Lund would speak to me like that. I could see his facial
expressions. I don't think Mr. Lund should have been directly addressing me, but Mr. Williams
didn't say anything. I think all communication should have gone through my attorney. When
we left the building, Mr. Lund took Mr. Williams over to the front of the building while I waited
near my car. I could see them clearly. They talked for about 15 minutes. I could see Mr. Lund
doing all the talking while Mr. Williams just shook his head up and down.
Several days later, Mr. Williams asked me to come to his office so we could talk. We sat in the
conference room at the rear of the building. He told me that Mr. Lund told him I was dishonest
and involved in criminal fraud and trying to avoid creditors. Mr. Lund told him it would be best
if he withdrew from the case because he would probably lose his privilege to practice law in
Utah and Mr. Williams would wind up paying legal fees to Mr. Lund.

If Laurie Barnett and Mr. Lund would have paid me my half of the sale of the
lot ($34,000), as per the binding agreement that Laurie Barnett and some
attorney wrote up, I could have paid off the judgement as I explained to Mr.
Scott E. Williams. There was no attempt to avoid creditors as Mr. Lund told
Mr. Williams.
If Mr. Lund knew of criminal fraud, as an officer of the court, he should have
reported it instead of scaring off my attorney. Because I did not have an
attorney, I had to face the Judge in the third district court by myself, without
an attorney, in a case that involved a judgement by Richer, Swan and
Overholt on an alter ego theory by default. I was not informed of my
constitutional rights to have an attorney. Needless to say, I lost.
I did not pay Scott E. Williams the balance of his bill because he let Mr.
Lund verbally attack me and then deserted me and left me without
representation. I told Mr. Williams that I paid for the house, but couldn't
prove it because Laurie Barnett took all my papers and wouldn't submit them
to the court I told Scott Williams that I had affidavits from people that
worked on the house and that I had paid for material and labor. Also,
affidavits from neighbors and friends. One day in about 2002 (I can't
remember the date) as I was arriving in the Provo courthouse lobby, I met
Mr. Williams as he was leaving. We exchanged greetings and he said, "You
know you still owe us a balance on your account If you would like to make
some small payments, I would appreciate it." I told him I would try- to come
and talk to him. I didn't want to go into details in the courthouse. I don't
feel I owe him anything after he left me deserted after Mr. Lund scuttled me.
Mr. Scott E. Williams now has an office at 3325 N. University, Provo, Utah
801-375-9801.
Mr. Lund and Mr. Corey threatened all my attorneys with sanctions and
payment of legal fees. No wonder I had problems keeping attorneys when
Mr. Lund and Mr. Corey played "boogieman" scaring my attorneys with
sanctions and legal fees.

EXHIBIT :f%

1

MM TUN I'OURTII , ninicrAi, DISTRICT - PROVO COURT

2

UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

3
4 ILAURIE L. FREEDMAN (BARNETT), ) MOTIONS HEARING
5

/

6 I

vs .

7 I GILBERT FREEDMAN,

954400884
20030476-CA

aoc

\ppeal

8

Steven

9

Hansen

10
11
12

BE IT REMEMBERED
before the above ~nc<me<I

13
14

that this matter came on for hearing
i. u U 1 1 i in

Api i 1

1, /lOOt.

WHEREUPON,. Lhe parties appearing and represented by
co>-,.

'

< •("- = <:• :

neid:

15
16
17
18

CERTIFIED TRANSCRIPT

19

(From Kiectronic

20
21
22
23
24
25

PHONE:

PENNY C. ABBOTT, REPORTER-TRANSCRIBER
LIC. 102811-7801
(801) 423-6463 EMAIL: pennyabbott@earthlink.net
PAGE 1

know.
MR. COREY:

Part of the reason, Your Honor, is

that he has been garnished^ he has been, he's had his assets
seized and sold on numerous occasions.

Everythj ng t:l: lat

my client could give to him has lw-n given in h 1 == .
his creditors have beaten a path

But

leld sheriffs

sales and clear back in 1997 and ever since the, decree

w^

entered.
THE JUDGE:
. )i 1 n: t:i g l it

:>i: i i t:i g l i t

-hat seems !<> mo t.o be a defense that

iIC

• •*•

*• •--

Hsv the question \ s, shMuidn't he be allowed his

hearing.

da} :1 i 1 •• iiirt L O make an argument that he didn't get his drill
press or his air w r e n c h e s —
MR. COREY:

He should.

THE JUDGE:

—

and then let you respond and say

why he didn't get them.
.'

-• :

I I e s 1 i o i I ] d b e a 3 ] o w e d t o d : 11 I a t,

Your Honor . And J suppose our reply would be we had ,~.
judgment foi , for past rents for eviction
'Th in;1 (.-. ff irmative) .

THE JUDGE:
MR. COREY:

—

of Mr. Freedman off the premises

«md, of course, we'd ask for any offset.

But my client

insists she's given him everything.
THE JUDGE:

vveJ.1 tier's your, that's your

defense.
FREEDMAN VS. FREEDMAN APRIL 1, 2003
COURT PROCEEDINGS
PAGE 11

EXHIBIT 113

rii.r.L- •!!

4'« DISTRICT COUP";
^ STATE OF UTAH '
( J M T A H COI.HTV

Clayne I. Corey (A5847)
COREY & ASSOCIATES
Creekview Plaza
948 East 7145 South, Suite C-103
Salt Lake City, Utah 84047-1714
Telephone: (801)255-2552
Facsimile: (801)255-9566
A ttorneysfor Petitioner

HflR 13

j I 03 UN '01

HE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, PROVO DEPT.
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LAURIE BARNETT,
Petitioner,
vs

VERIFIED OBJECTION TO
MOTION TO COMPEL
DISCOVERY AND REQUEST
FOR SANCTIONS
Case No. 000401790

GILBERT FREEDMAN,
hulii'* Mew ii 1 II HI ,i ii
RespiM'^i v*

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, by and through her attorney, Clayne I. Corey, and objects to
Respondent's requests foi disioveiv and I Intinn lo I oin|tdl Disenvnv Indeed Respondent is
seeking discovery related to Civil No. 954400884 DA, which was closed and sealed on August
20, 1997. Moreover, on or about June \K IW7, the parties signed ai id execi ited a Settlei nei it
Agreement in llus ease, iht: original was filed with the Court.
Further, Petitioner asserts that the Respondent is bent on continuing this litigation for no
valid purpose, except to toiee the lYldfuiui to MM HI i irmeeessaiy lci»ai fee.

I his r» ;i hl.il.iut ease

of malicious prosecution and the misuse of the judicial system.
WHEREM)Kh, Petitioner seeks lite lollowmj.', sain tion
1.

Respondent's pleadings be stricken;

2.

Respondent be ordered to pay Petitioner's attorney fees and costs incurred in

i espoi iding-to R espondent's i eqi lests and it notions;
For such other relief as the Court shall deem just and equitable.
DATED t h l s

^^

day

of February, 2001.
COREY & ASSOCIATES

r

/^C \(h

By: Cl^ne I. Corey
Attorney for Petit

VERIFICATION
STATf.OFU'l Ml

-)
:

ss.

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
U J R IE BAR! i E'T I (Petitioi lei ), beii lg first cli il) SIA- 01 i 1 ai id i n iciei oath, deposes
and says that she is the Petitioner in the above-entitled action; that she has read the foregoing
Verified Objection to Motion to Compel Discovery and Request for Sanctions, and.understands
llir » oiitntts flinruvil ;uiJ il../ siimc is inn* ul PdiiiontVf; own knowledge, information and belief,
ai id that she believes she is entitled to the relief therein requested.

4&£^gj?Y

LAIJR BE BAR NETT

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this J ^ ^ d a y of February, 2001

• r*.-. — .M^,.tii...*.

s :i!RMao
ssm

** , ^

m

Sherri L Hiiton

"
issz

I tytmil u ttiwm

E ~i \ 2 X
State of Utah
» X
My Commission Expires June 14,2003
t
A
\ 943 E. 7145 Spurt. Sie. C-103, Salt Lab City. 11184047 I
T

*»"*"' ' ""* "• v*-K»<mm.

WK

M A T ARVPT ITU IP
1NU1AKY f U B U L

Residing in Salt Lake County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I personally faxed, hand delivered or mailed by first cia^< man
prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing VERIFIED OBJECTION TC
COMPEL DISCOVERY AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS, on this <yi^

Maue

*'

day of February,

2001, |,,
Gary H. Weight
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEK\\ 11 <V hSI'l .IN
Attorneys for Respondent
43 East 200 North
P.O. Box "L"
Provo, Utah 84603-0200

)

m

1 GARYH. WEIGHT (#3415)
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN
2 Attorneys for Defendant
43 East 200 North
3 P.O. Box "L"
Provo, UT 84603
4 Telephone: 373-4912
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
7
8 LAURIE BARNETT,
Plaintiff,

9
10

NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF
COUNSEL

vs.

Case No. 990101236 EV

GILBERT FREEDMAN,
11

Judge: Howard H. Maetani
Defendant.

12
13

COMES NOW GARY H. WEIGHT, of Aldrich, Nelson, Weight & Esplin and hereby gives

14 notice that he withdraws as counsel for the Defendant in the above-entitled action. There are no motions
15 pending and there is mil ,i certificate of readiness for trial or a request for trial setting on file in this
16 matter.
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

DATED this f A i a y of April, 2001.
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN

7//A

MkYHJ^EKjHT
Attorney/for Defendant^

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed, postage prepaid, this 'x0
foregoing Notice of Withdrawal of Counsel to the following

day of April, 2001, a copy of the

Randall D Lund
Attorney at Law
948 East 7145 South, Suite L-1U3
Salt Lake City, Utah 84047
Gilbert treedman
PO Box 250
Lehi, Utah 84043

9
10
11
12
13
14 |
15
16
17
18
ll>
20
21
22
23
24
25

jjfr/M® yJ^S^-^
yj

CLAYNE I. COREY (NO.

5847)
CLAYNEICOREY LC

CREEKVIEW PLAZA SUITE C-103
948 EAST 7145 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84047-4495
TELEPHONE: (801)255-2552
FACSIMILE: (801)255-9566

Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

7
8
9

LAURIE BARNETT,

10
Plaintiff,

11
12
13

ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
TO DISMISS DEFENDANT'S
AMENDED VERIFIED COUNTERCLAIM

vs.
GILBERT FREEDMAN,
Defendant.

14

Case No. 954400884
Judge Steven L. Hansen

15
16

This matter having come before the Court for hearing on April 1, 2003, Plaintiff being

17

present and represented by her attorney, Clayne I. Corey, and Defendant being present and

18

represented by his attorney, Rex B. Bushman, and the Court having heard the arguments of the

19

parties, being fully advised therein;

20
21

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED:

22

1.

That Defendant's Amended Verified Counterclaim be dismissed, with prejudice.

23

2.

Attorney's fees and costs are awarded to Plaintiff. Plaintiffs counsel will submit an

24

Affidavit of Attorney's Fees and Costs pursuant to UTAH RULES OF JUDICIAL

25

ADMINISTRATION RULE

26
27
28

j .

4-505 for the Courts approval.

That the Lis Pendens filed in the matter on or about February 8, 2001, be lifted.

DATED this

day of

, 2003.

2
BY THE COURT:
j

4
5 ..
Honorable Steven L. Hansen
6 ||

District Court Judge

7
8 II Approved as to form:
9
10

/JV ~5~ I)*

11 II Rex B. Bushman
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CLAYNE I. COREY (NO. 5847)
CLAYNEICOREYLC

2
J

4

CREEK VIEW PLAZA SUITE C-103
948 EAST 7145 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84047-4495
TELEPHONE: (801)255-2552
FACSIMILE: (801)255-9566

5 Attorney for Plaintiff
6

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

7
8
9
10
11

LAURIE BARNETT,

AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY'S
FEES AND COSTS

PLAINTIFF,

12
13
14

-V-

CIVIL No. 954400884

GILBERT FREEDMAN,
DEFENDANT.

15

JUDGE STEVEN L. HANSEN

16
17
18

STATE OF UTAH

)

19
20

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

21
22

Clayne I. Corey, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:

23
24
25
26

1.

I am the attorney of record for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. This

affidavit is offered pursuant to Local Rule 4-505.
2.

We have billed the Plaintiff 14.75 hours at the attorney billable rate of One Hundred

27

Fifty Dollars ($ 150.00) per hour. We have billed the Plaintiff 31.3 hours for paralegal time at a rate

28

of Seventy Five Dollars ($75.00) per hour. We incurred Two Hundred and 67/100 Dollars ($200.67)

in costs as a result of responding to and defending against Defendant's Amended Verified
Counterclaim, and all ancillary motions filed therein. [An itemization of time and costs are attached
as Exhibit "A"]
3.

On or about April 1, 2003, this Court granted Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss

Defendant's Amended Verified Counterclaim, awarded attorney's fees and costs to Plaintiff, and
Ordered the undersigned to submit an affidavit of attorney's fees and costs.

4.

Pursuant to UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE RULE 54, this Court should order

payment of Attorney's fees and costs to Plaintiff, the prevailing party, in the amount of Four
Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty and 67/100 Dollars ($4,760.67), all incurred as a direct result of
defending against Defendant's Amended Verified Counterclaim.
DATED this / 7 ^ d a v of April, 2003.
CL A YNE

By-

pmREWtCP^

Blayne i / C o r g i ^ ^
AXturymyrfofrlaintiff

EXHIBIT "A"

Date

Description - Attorney Time

Time

09/18/2002

Received and review Amended Verified Counterclaim; Discussion
with paralegal regarding strategy and research for Motion to Dismiss

.50

10/02/2002

Office conference with client to review Amended Verified
Counterclaim and discuss Motion to Dismiss

1.30

1 10/10/2002

Draft, review, and revise Motion to Dismiss with paralegals.

10/22/2002

Review response to Motion; Conference with paralegal regarding
extension and Reply

J 11/04/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding clients health and reply

J 11/05/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding extension and clients health

J 11/07/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding deadlines

J 2.70 J
.50

1 2S
50 1
1 50 1
1- 1

11/08/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding Motion for Enlargement.
Review, revise and finalize Motion.

11/13/2002

Telephone conference with client's contact regarding client's health
and case status. Conference with paralegal.

.60

1 11/27/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding reply

.20

J

1 12/02/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding reply and information to be faxed

.50

J

1 12/03/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding draft of reply

.40

1

Review, revise, and finalize reply and objection and Notice tot Submit;
Discussion with paralegal regarding strategy

1.0

Conference with paralegal regarding Mr, Bushman

.20

12/16/2002

Conference with paralegal regarding status of case and Motion to
ReOpen

.10

01/08/2003

Review minuted entry of Court decision on Motion to Dismiss and
Motion to Reopen

.30

01/06/2003

Telephone conference with client's contact regaiding Court's
decision; Telephone conference with client

.15

12/04/2002
J 12/05/2002

1 01/27/2003 1 Review and finalize Order for the Court
1 03/31/2003 1 Review Motion and Objection and prepare for hearing.
Review file; Travel to and attend Oral Arguments in Provo; Meeting
with client and paralegal

04/01/2003

Totals

1

60

J

.15 1
80 J
3.50

L 14 75 1

Date

Description - Paralegal

Time

09/18/2002

Discussion with attorney regarding strategy and research for Motion to
Dismiss

.40

|

1 10/08/2002

Begin draft of Motion to Dismiss

1 -60

J 10/09/2002

Review and revise draft; Research case law

J 1.20

1 10/10/2002

Review, revise and finalize Motion to Dismiss with attorney

J 2.70 1

10/21/2002

Telephone conference with opposing counsel regarding extension for
response

.10

10/22/2002

Discussion with attorney regarding response; Telephone conference
with Mr. Bushman about extension; Prepare and send letter to Mr
Bushman

1.20

10/25/2002

Prepare cover letter for client; Copy and mail Memorandum and
Objection to client for her review

.40

11/04/2002

Telephone conference with client regarding health; Discussion with
attorney regarding reply and client's health; Review Memorandum in
Opposition

.50

11/05/2002

Discussion with attorney regarding status; Telephone conference with
Mi*. Bushman; Telephone conference with client's contact; Send
correspondence to Mr. Bushman

.50

11/07/2002

Discussion with attorney regarding deadlines; Review Memo in
Opposition; Legal research on -new case law; Review file for
documentation ,and evidence

3.00

11/08/2002 1 Several telephone conferences with client; Discussion with attorney
regarding Motion for Enlargement; Prepare and research Motion;
Telephone conference with Mr. Bushman; Finalize Motion and mail
11/12/2002 J Telephone conference with client regarding extension; Telephone
conference with Mr. Bushman regarding stipulation to extension

2.20
i
.30

.10

J

1 11/14/2002 J Telephone conference with client's contact concerning client's health

.10

J

11/27/2002

Telephone conference with client's contact; Discussion with attorney
regarding reply

.30

11/29/2002

Draft Reply Memorandum for Motion to Dismiss; Telephone
conference with client's contact

1.60

12/02/2002

Review and revise Reply Memorandum; Telephone conference with
client; Discussion with attorney about reply and information to be
faxed

3.50

1 11/13/2002

Conference with attorney regarding extension

12/03/2002

Review and revise Reply Memorandum; Review information from
client for Memorandum; Discussion with attorney regarding
information

3.70

12/04/2002

Finalize Reply and Objection and Notice to Submit and mail;
Discussion with attorney to finalize Reply

.60

12/05/2002

Review Notice to Submit from Mr. Bushman; Discussion with
attorney

.30

12/16/2002

Review Reply to Objection and research case status; Discussion with
attorney on status

.30

1 12/27/2002

Research status of Motion to Dismiss

1 12/31/2002

Research status of Motion to Dismiss

.10 1
.10 1
.40 1

01/08/2003

Review Court decision and discuss with attorney

01/27/2003

Review and finalize Order for the Court and send to Judge with cover
letter

.20

03/04/2003

Review Notice of Hearing

.10 1

03/31/2003

Prepare file for Hearing

3.30

04/01/2003

Prepare for and attend Oral Arguments in Provo; Meeting with client
and attorney

3.50

Totals

|

31,30 1

Date

Description

Cost

1 09/18/2002

Faxed Amended Verified Counterclaim

1 $25.00

J 10/02/2002

Copies of Amended Verified Counterclaim for client

1 $3.75

1 10/10/2002

Postage

1 $6.26 1

1 10/10/2002

Copy of Motion and Memorandum to Dismiss

($16.50 1

1 10/25/2002

Postage

J 10/25/2002

Copy of Memorandum

1 $4.81 1
1 $19.35 1

1 11/05/2002

Facsimile

$1.00

1

1 11/07/2002

Facsimile

$1.00

1

J 11/08/2002

Facsimile - Motion

$14.00 I

1 11/08/2002

Postage

$1.66

1

J 11/08/2002

Copies of Motion

$3.90

1

| 11/08/2002

Facsimile - Doctors letter

$9.00

J

1 11/13/2002

Facsimile - Letter

$1.00

1

1 11/14/2002

Facsimile - Motion

$14 00 J

1 11/14/2002

Copies of Objection

$3.90

1

1 11/14/2002

Postage

$1.66

1

[ 11/14/2002-

Facsimile - Motion to Court

$14.00 1

| 11/18/2002

Facsimile

$4.00

I 12/02/2002

Facsimile - Clients response

$10.00 1

J 12/04/2002

Copy of Reply

$14.40 1

1 12/04/2002

Postage

$3.50

1

1 01/22/2003 1 Copy of Order

$0 45

1

1 01/22/2003 | Postage

$.37

1

1 01/27/2003 1Postage

$1.11

1

1 01/27/2003 J Copies of Order

$.75

1

J

04/01/2003 1 Mileage

$25.60 1

Totals

$200.67 J

1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2

I hereby certify that I personally faxed, hand delivered or mailed byfirstclass mail, postage
prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing, on this __£2l—'day of April, 2003, to:
4
3

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Rex B. Bushman
REX B. BUSHMAN P.C.
115 E. Social Hall Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

l ^ i 11 Hi

LegatAssistant

EXHIBIT : f*i

W U I L M I \J U U I

|

MCDONALD & WEST
ATTORNCYi

ROBERT M. MCOONALO

S U Z A N N C wear

• UITC
3269

SOUTH

AT LAW

TELEPHONE
( S O I ) 4«S*BSOO

270
MAIN

STREET

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 1 5

(•01)

TAX
4BS-B926

(SO 1> 4 I 5 - 9 D O O

October 6f 1995
James G. Clark
96 East First South
Provo, Utah 84606
Re:

Freedman vs. Freedrnan

Dear Jim:
In response to your letter of September 22,1995,1 posted a letter to my client
informing him of your request for discovery responses.
However, in response to my letter, Mr. Freedman advises me that the documents
necessary to accurately response to your inquiries are commingled with private papers of his
wife in the family home. He further Informs me that his wife refuses any and all
communication with him, making it impossible for him to obtain the files without invading
her privacy. Moreover, he has expressed great concern that any attempt to unilaterally locate
the documents among her private files would cause a serious problem between the parties.
For these reasons, we request that your client separate all of the documents bearing on
the issues raised by the pleadings and deliver them to my office for review. Upon receipt of
the documents, we will promptly provide respoi^es-tcrvour discovery request
Yours very truly,

obert M. McDonald

RMM:ap
cc: Gil Freedman

t:\^xloa\freedraan\clark.l06

MCDONALD & W E S T
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ROBERT M. MCDONALD
S U Z A N N E WEST

SUITE
3269

SDUTH

270
MAIN

STREET

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 1 5
(BO 1 )

TELEPHONE
(BOD 4B5-55DO
FAX
(SOI) 4B5-B926

4B5-55QQ

June 26, 1996

Gil Freedman
8895 West Bowl River Road
Lehi, Utah 84043
Re:

Freedman vs. Freedman.

Dear Gil:
This letter will confirm our telephone conversation of Tuesday, June 25, 1996, wherein
you informed me that I am not to take the deposition of your wife, Laurie. Your instruction
was confirmed during a personal meeting on the same date.
I want this letter to constitute a memorandum of our conversation. During the course
of the Pre-trial Conference on March 28, 1996, your wife and her attorney promised that all
documents relevant to her claims would be produced. I contemplated at that time that the
documents would provide the necessary information to properly represent you with respect to
your wife's claims. As it turned out, the document production was a total sham. Documents
were selectively produced, and anything that could undermine any of your wife's claims were
withheld. On this basis, I filed a Motion to Compel, a Motion to Continue the Trial Date and
a Motion to Reopen Discovery. After the trial date was postponed by reason of the Court's
calendar, opposing counsel stipulated that I could take your wife's deposition.
You must understand the consequences of your instruction not to take your wife's
deposition. I have no means to prepare for trial without prior knowledge of the nature of her
claims to allow me to develop a strategy to undermine her claims. It is impossible to
adequately represent your interests without taking her deposition. Depending on the nature of
her testimony, I can subpoena documents to assist in providing your defense. However, if I
am deprived of the opportunity of knowing the nature of her claims and inquiry into the basis
of her claims, I will be helpless in adequately meeting her claims at trial.
It is readily apparent that she claims that all of the money used as a down payment on
the home was her separate funds leading to her being designated as the sole grantee on the
deed. She further claims of loans of 1.9 million dollars to the company. I must be able to
cross examine her in advance of trial as to the specific details of these claims. That is the
only means I have to contest her claims.

Gil Freedman
June 26, 1996
Page 2

If leam not allowed to take the deposition of your wife, there is a high probability that
you will lose all ownership interest in the home, a high probability that you would lose all
ownership interest in the unimproved real property and some probability of a substantial
judgment against you for claimed loans to the company.
By reason of the emotional trauma of divorce actions, I cannot accept your instruction
to waive the taking of your wife's deposition inasmuch as it must be motivated by emotional
rather ih^n reasonable circumstances. I cannot conceive of an}' reasonable facts or
circumstances that would justify waiving our right to depose your wife. Accordingly, despite
your instruction, it is my intention to schedule the deposition of your wife and conduct a
thorough examination of the details of her claims to enable me to meet such claims at trial.
The scheduling of your wife's deposition can be avoided only by your termination of my
services.
,

\

Yqurs very truly,

obert M. McDonald

RMM:ap

a \wpdocs\freedman\gf062596 Hr

GARY H. WEIGHT (#3415)
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN
Attorneys for Defendant
43 East 200 North
P.O. Box"L"
Provo, UT 84603
Telephone: 373-4912
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
MUNICIPAL DIVISION - AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT

LAURTEBARNETT,
Plaintiff,

:
:
:
:

DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

GILBERT FREEDMAN,

:

Case No. 990101236 EV
Judge: Howard H. Maetani

Defendant.

:

vs.

COMES NOW the Defendant by and through counsel, Gary H. Weight, and submits herewith
the following Request for Production of Documents to be answered by the Plaintiff pursuant to Rule
33 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure under oath and within 30 days of service hereof. Th^se
Request for Production of Documents are to be deemed continuing so as to require a supplementation
of response to the full extent specified in Rule 26(e) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
REQUEST NO. 1:

Please produce all checkbooks, checkbook registers and checking

1

account statements.
REQUEST NO. 2: Please produce all savings books, all savings account documents and
account statements.
REQUEST NO. 3: Please produce copies of all credit card statements.
REQUEST NO. 4:

Please produce all invoices representing purchases of materials by

Defendant for improvements to the property located at 8895 West Bullriver Lehi, Utah.
REQUEST NO. 5: Please produce all vehicle titles.
REQUEST NO. 6: Please produce all SB A loan documents, trust deeds, trust deed notes.
REQUEST NO 7: Please produce all photo albums.
REQUEST NO. 8:

Any and all other records, file documents, invoices, statements or

documents of the Defendant which were originally kept by the Defendant in file drawers in the marital
premises.
DATED t h i s ^ i ^ a y ^ f April, 2000.
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN

^ ^ ^ y^p^j/^
GARYJfi WEI6HT
Attorney for Defendant

//

ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
43 East 200 North
P.O. Box L
Provo. UT 84603-0200

Gary H. Weight, P.C
Michael D. Esplin, P.C.
Thomas R. Patton
Michelle N.Wilson, P.C.

V. Pershing Nelson
(1918-1980)
Clair M.AWrich

Telephone (801) 373-4912
Fax (801) 373-4964

Margaret P. Lindsay, P.C.
Patrick V. Lindsay
Troy L Crossley

(1913-1986)

Jen L Allphin
Laura H. Cabanilla

September 1, 2000
Randall D. Lund
Attorney at Law
948 East 7145 South, #C-103
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

""^
"~

Re:

y^

\. y

Barnett v. Freedman

Dear Mr. Lund:
On April 5th and 25th I sent you separate discovery requests. The April 5th discovery request
was a request for production of documents and the April 25th discovery request was also a request
for production of documents. Both discovery requests are now overdue. Please prepare the
responses to the requests for production of documents that you have within the next ten (10) days.
I am prepared to move this case to trial and would like to have the discovery completed.
Very truly yours,
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN

V

GHW/abm

Gary H. Weight
Attorney at Law

ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPL1N
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
43 East 200 North
P O BoxL
Provo, UT 84603-0200
Telephone (801) 373-4912
Fax (801) 373-4964

Gary H Weight, P.C
Michael D Esplin, P C
Thomas R Patton
Michelle N Wilson, P C
Margaret P.fcindsay,P C
Patrick V. Lindsay
Troy L Crossley
Jen L Allphin
Laura H Cabanilla

V Pershing Nelson
(1918-1980)
Clair M Aldnch
(1913-1986)

October 3, 2000
Randall D. Lund
Attorney at Law
948 East 7145 South, #C-103
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Re*

Barnett v. Freedman

Dear Mr. Lund:
I wrote to you on September 1,2000 requesting that you comply with my discovery requests.
I have not heard from you I am willing to discuss this matter with you and to discover what may be
causing the delay. I prefer to do this rather than a motion to compel. However, my client is pressing
me and I will need tofilea motion to compel within the next couple of weeks if I have not heard from
you

Very truly yours,
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN

'-"^

GHW/abm

Gafy H Weight
Attornev at Law

/

J GARY H. WEIGHT (#3415)
2
3
4

ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN
Attorneys for Defendant
43 East 200 North
P.O. Box "L"
Provo, UT 84603
Telephone: 373-4912
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
MUNICIPAL DIVISION- AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT

5
6
7
8

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
BY MAILING

LAURIE BARNETT,

9

Plaintiff,

10 vs.
11

Case No. 990101236 EV
Judge: Howard H. Maetani

GILBERT FREEDMAN,

12

Defendant.

13
14

COMES NOW the Defendant, Gilbert Freedman, by and through counsel, Gary H. Weight, and

15

certifies that a correct.copy of the Defendant's Request for Production of Documents in the above-

16

entitled matter was mailed first class, postage prepaid, in the U.S. Mail on the

17

to Randall D. Lund, Attorney for Plaintiff at 948 East 7145 South, Suite C-103 Salt Lake City, Utah

18

84047.

19
20

DATED this ^r^tlay of April, 2000.
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN

21
22
23
24
25

:/£

GA&YH. WEIGHT / i
Attorney for Defendant

day of April, 2000

GARY H. WEIGHT (#3415)
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN
Attorneys for Defendant
43 East 200 North, P. 0. Box "L"
Provo, UT 84603
Telephone: 373-4912
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
MUNICIPAL DIVISION - AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT

LAURIE BARNETT,
Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

vs.
GILBERT FREEDMAN,
Defendant.

Case No. 990101236 EV
Judge: Howard H. Maetani
:

COMES NOW the Defendant by and through counsel, Gary H. Weight, and submits herewith
the following Request for Production of Documents to be answered by the Plaintiff pursuant to Rule
33 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure under oath and within 30 days of service hereof. These
Request for Production of Documents are to be deemed continuing s< > as to require a supplementation
of response to the full extent specified in Rule 26(e) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
REQUEST NO. 1; Defendant requests all documents, notes, receipts, invoices, cassette
recordings, and letters removed by Plaintiff from the two (2) "Hon" file cabinets, the files in the
1

bedroom and upstairs game room, thefilesfromthe downstairs kitchen cabinets and drawers and files
locked in the storage room and garage. Said files contained the following items:
a)

Appraisal of home at 8895 West Bull River Road, Lehi, Utah;

b)

All documents pertaining to home at 8895 West Bull River Road, Lehi, Utah;

c)

All building permits and house plans containing the name Gil Freedman;

d)

All files pertaining to the Charleston, Utah lot;

e)

All files pertaining to the Highland, Utah lot;

f)

All files pertaining to the Thousand Oaks, California lot;

g)

All files pertaining to the Victorville/Apple Valley, California lots;

h)

All files pertaining to the US Small Business Administration;

i)

All files pertaining to the Utah Commerce Department;

j)

All files pertaining to the Utah Department of Motor Vehicles;

k)

Allfilespertaining to Robert Chow and the property at 10231 Venice Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California;

1)

All of Gil Freedman's Federal and Utah Tax returns;

m)

All files pertaining to Zion's Bank of Utah paid loan;

n)

Gil Freedman's Resumes;

o)

Gil Freedman's birth certificate;

p)

Gil Freedman's diplomas;

2

q)

Gil Freedman5 s Army Discharge;

r)

Gil Freedman's Army ID Tags (Dog Tags);

s)

Gil Freedman's Last Will and Testament;

t)

Irving H. Freedman's Last Will and Testament;

u)

Charlotte Freedman's Last Will and Testament;

v)

Gil Freedman's bank statements, check books and deposit slips;

w)

Gil Freedman's credit card statements and receipts;

x)

All files and documents from the US Veterans Administration;

y)

Utah Vehicle Title for the 1993 Ford Taurus vehicle;

z)

Photo albums and photos belonging to Gil Freedman, Gary L. Freedman and
Freedman family;

aa)

All files pertaining to: Randall S. Freedman, Gary L. Freedman, Irving H.
Freedman, Charlotte Freedman and Howard S. Freedman;

bb)

All files pertaining to monies Gil Freedman received from Irving H. and
Charlotte Freedman through inheritance and other means;

cc)

All files pertaining to sale of lots: 10228 - 10232 Venice Blvd. And Vinton
Avenue, Los Angeles, California;

dd)

All files pertaining to Hampshire Storage, Thousand Oaks, California;

ee)

All files and payroll statements from Brown and Williamson Tobacco

3

Company;
ff)

All invoices, bills of lading, notes and charge receipts for materials and labor
for all repairs and improvements done to the home at 8895 West Bill River
Road, Lehi, Utah; highland, Utah Lot 2; Plat D Quail Hollow Sub. Area
0.635 Acres; 1.602 acre lot located on Charleston Road, Charleston, Utah;

gg)

Two cartons of files concerning the Gil Freedman and Laurie Barnett
(Freedman) divorce. Also any loose files pertaining to the same;

hh)

Anyfilespertaining to appraisals of property located at 619 South 600 West,
Salt Lake City, Utah;

ii)

Invoices for parts and repairs to Kabota Farm Tractor;

jj)

Invoices for parts and repairs to Hyster Forklift;

kk)

All Gill Freedman health and medical records;

11)

All well and well pump repair invoices.

DATEDthisX) foiyof April 2000.
ALDRICH, NELSON, WEIGHT & ESPLIN

sUjisLwfa*
r^,
G^prfWEHjHT
VT
Attorney forDefendant

4

BRIAN C. HARRISON, P.C.
Brian C. Harrison (#1388)
Attorney for Defendant
3651 North 100 East, Suite 300
Provo, Utah 84604
Telephone: (801) 375-7700

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

LAURIE BARNETT,

!

Plaintiff,

-vs-

]1
I
>
>

REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT
REGARDING MOTION TO COMPE!
AND MOTION TO CONTINUE
TRIAL DATE

]

GILBERT FREEDMAN,
Defendant.

]
I
>

Civil No. 000401790
DIVISION NO. 4

COMES NOW Defendant/ by and through his attorney, Brian C.
Harrison# and respectfully requests that the Motion to Compel and
the

Objection

thereto be set for oral

argument

at the next

available date.
Defendant also requests that the trial date be continued to
allow the requested discovery to be produced and analyzed for

trial.
DATED this 2 8th day of March, 2 001.

<_

C. Harrison
Attorney for Defendant

MAILING CERTIFICATE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I personally mailed a true and correct
copy of the foregoing on thls^^

day of M T V ^ A A ^ V .

2001, by

first-class U.S. mail, postage prepaid, to the following:
Randall D. Lund
948 East 7145 South, Suit C-103
Salt Lake City, Utah 84047-1714

S<(5\iL(AA<MA^

2

4TH DISTRICT COURT, PROVO DEPT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LAURIE BARNETT,
Plaintiff,

MINUTES
ORAL ARGUMENTS

vs,

Case. No.:, 0004017.90 EV

GILBERT FREEDMAN,
Defendant,

Judge:
Date:

Clerk:

STEVEN L. HANSEN
June 21, 2001

sharmanb

PRESENT
Plaintiff(s): LAURIE BARNETT
Defendant (s) .- GILBERT FREEDMAN
Plaintiff's attorney(s): CLAYNE I COREY
Defendant's Attorney(s): BRIAN C. HARRISON
Video
Tape Number:
26
Tape Count: 9:56

HEARING
TAPE: 26
COUNT: 9:56
Mr. Harrison addresses, the Court. He. states thar they have
reached''a stipulation. It is agreed that the case will be
consolidated into case #954400884. It is also stipulated that
plaintiff be given__30_ days to respond to discovery.
Mr. Harrison will prepare the order.

P»n» 1

MaoM

BRIAN C. HARRISON, P.C.
Brian C. Harrison (#1388)
Attorney for Defendant
3651 North 100 East, Suite 300
Provo, Utah 84604
Telephone: (801) 375-7700

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
LAURIE BARNETT,
Plaintiff,
-vs-

]>

ORDER

;

GILBERT FREEDMAN,
Defendant.

]
)1

>
1
i

Civil No. OLD 000401790/
990101236, 994401574
NEW: 990402668
JUDGE HANSEN

This matter having come on regularly for hearing on June 21,
2001, Plaintiff being present and represented by her attorney,
Clayne Corey, and the Defendant being present and represented by
his attorney, Brian C. Harrison, and the Court having considered
the stipulation of the parties and being fully advised therein;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:

1*
Civil

For purposes of these proceedings, the cases known as
Nos.

000401790,

990101236,

and

99440157A

are

hereby

consolidated into Civil No. 990402668.
2.

Plaintiff is ordered to file her response to Defendant's

Request for Production of Documents dated April 5, 2000, and dated
April 25, 2000, within thirty (30) days of June 21, 2001.
3.

The iesue o£ attorney' a fees is reserved for further

hearing.
DATED this

day of

, 2001.
BY THE COURTJ

DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

2

MAILING CERTIFICATE

I HEREBY CERTIFY t h a t I p e r s o n a l l y m a i l e d a t r u e and c o r r e c t

copy of t h e f o r e g o i n g on t h i s

' g ^ i a y of C^iLLjp

2001, by

f i r s t - c l a s s U.S. m a i l , postage prepaid, t o the f o l l o w i n g :
Clayne Corey
948 East 7145 South, Suit C-103
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84047-1714

^CftlfMStl/U?

3

I. COREY (5847)
COREY & ASSOCIATES
CLAYNE

CREEKVIEW PLAZA SUITE C-103

-

948 EAST 7145 SOUTH

^

:

-

84047-1787
(801)255-2552
(801)255-9566

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
TELEPHONE:
FACSIMILE:

Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
FOR PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

LAURIE BARNETT,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Civil No. 954400884

GILBERT FREEDMAN,
Judge Steven L. Hansen
Defendant.

Plaintiff, Laurie Barnett, by and through her attorney of record, Clayne I. Corey of the law
firm of COREY & ASSOCIATES LC, hereby certifies that Response to Defendant's First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents and Other Tangible Things was mailed,
hand delivered, etc on this 25th day of July, 2001, to:
Brian C. Harrison
3651 N. 100 E., Suite 300
Provo, UT 84604
COREY & ASSOCIATES:

,

,

^

L

Affidavit from Gil Freedman
On or about July 25,2001, a manila envelope approximately ten inches by thirteen inches
and three eighths of an inch thick was found on the second floor reception counter at the
offices of Brian C. Harrison, attorney at law, address 3651 N. 100 E. Suite 300, Provo,
UT 84604. After questioning all employees by Mr. Harrison, no one in the office had
knowledge of how it got on the counter.
The envelope had the name "Gil Freedman" written on it. (See photo)
Mr. Harrison summoned Gil Freedman to pick up the sealed envelope.
Gil Freedman drove to Mr. Harrison's office in Provo and picked up the sealed envelope
and drove directly to Pier 84, a boat dealership in Midvale, Utah where Michael
Hardcastle is employed. While Gil Freedman took pictures with his camera, Mr.
Hardcastle was instructed to open the sealed envelope and identify the contents. The
contents were several papers that belonged to Gil Freedman's father Irving H. Freedman,
which shouldn't have been in Laurie L. Bamett's possession, but nothing in the envelope
had any relationship (pictures taken) to items requested by attorney Gary Weight or
Attorney Brian Harrison. There were no answers to interrogatories no documents as
stated in Mr. Corey's Certificate of Service for Plaintiffs Response for Defendant's
Request for Production of Documents date July 25, 2001, signed by Kira
(unledgeable)
Mr. Michael Hardcastle can be reached at
Pier 84 Boats
8452 S. State Street
Midvale, Utah
Signed,

Gilbert Freedman

Rex B. Bushman, Esq. #0521
REX B. BUSHMAN, P.C.
Attorney for Plaintiff
115 E. Social Hall Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 533-8020
Facsimile: (801) 533-8877
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
GILBERT FREEDMAN,
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION AND REQUEST
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Plaintiff,
vs.
LAURIE BARNETT,

Civil No. 954400884
Judge Steven L. Hansen

Defendant.

TO: LAURIE BARNETT AND HER ATTORNEYS OF RECORD HEREIN:
Pursuant to

Rule

33

of

the

Utah

Rules

of

Civil

Procedure, plaintiff hereby requests defendant to answer, under
oath,

separately

and

in

writing,

each

of

the

following

Interrogatories and to serve such answers upon the undersigned
within thirty (30) days after service hereof.
These Interrogatories are to be answered by you to the
extent of all information which is or may be available to you
or any person, firm or other entity acting on your behalf and
not merely information within your personal knowledge.
These Interrogatories are continuing in nature, and to
the

extent

that

your

responses
-1-

thereto

may

be

enlarged,

Describe

any

dispositions

you have made

property

and

if sales have

of

said personal

occurred, designate the amount

received for said item.
7.
property

State any sales of any of the real or personal
of

Supplemental

the marriage,

since

Divorce Decree,

the date

itemizing

of

each

the Amended

item

sold and

designating the amount received for said item.
8.

State the amount the above parties received from

plaintiff1s inheritance from his father and your disposition of
all of that amount.

State further with regard to sales of

boats and or merchandise upon which you obtained a release of
lien and later sold or auctioned, the amounts given for lien
releases and obtained from sales of said real and personal
property.
9.

State the purpose of the before mentioned binding

agreement.
10.

State the amount received for sale of the horses.

11.

State whether defendant believes she has adequately

divided the personal property of the marriage with plaintiff.
12.

Itemize

the

art

work

owned

by

the

parties

subsequent to divorce and give an accounting of where those
items are now or what the present disposition of them is.
13.

Designate the present disposition of the Waterford

crystal, Lennex dishes and itemize jewelry with value, you
purchased during said marriage.
14.

State where

plaintiff's

tools, picture albums,

appliances and food are located and if he may have them now.
-3-

15.

Name all witnesses you intend to use at time of

trial and give a synopsis of the testimony each such witness
will give.
16.

State

why

you

have

not

already

produced

the

documents requested below.

Pursuant to Rule 36, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure,
admit or deny the following Requests For Admission and serve an
answer to the same upon plaintiff's attorney within thirty (30)
days of service herein.
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
1. Admit that you signed both the preliminary agreement
and the binding agreement.
2.

Admit

that

you

Admit

that

you

intended

both

to

be

effective

agreements.
3.

intended

to honor terms of the

binding agreement.
4.

Admit that you have sold the lot owned by the above

parties during the marriage.
5.

Admit

that

you have not

paid

one half of the

proceeds from sale of the lot to plaintiff.
6.

Admit that you have plaintiff's mother's jewelry.

7. Admit that you have plaintiff's mother's furs.
8.

Admit that you have plaintiff's mother's silver.

9.

Admit that you sold the horses and did not share the

proceeds with plaintiff.
-4-

10.

Admit

that

you

used

plaintiff's

father's

inheritance to pay off a lien against the Bullriver property.
11.

Admit

that

you

used

plaintiff's

father's

inheritance to pay off a lien against boats and assets of the
family business.
12.

Admit that you sold the boats and assets after you

paid the lien off.
13.

Admit that you did not give an accounting of sale

of the boats and assets to plaintiff.
14.
and

repairs

Admit that plaintiff has paid for materials, labor
to

the

Bullriver

property

subsequent

to

the

divorce.
15.

Admit that plaintiff has paid for care of the dogs

subsequent to the divorce.
16.

Admit that defendant has not reimbursed plaintiff

for payments for materials, labor and repairs to the Bullriver
property.
17.

Admit that defendant has not reimbursed plaintiff

for payments for care of the dogs.
18.

Admit

that

the

agreement

that

plaintiff

pay

defendant $284,118.00 before sharing net proceeds from sale of
the Bullriver property has no basis whatsoever.
19.

Admit that defendant got plaintiff

to sign the

preliminary agreement by defendant's agreeing to the terms of
the binding agreement.

Pursuant to Rule 34, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure,
-5-

plaintiff

requests

identified below.

that

defendant

produce

the

documents

A written response to this pleading must be

served within thirty (30) days after service of this pleading
in accordance with the rule.
1.
providing

All documents in your possession applicable to or
support

of

information

given

pursuant

to

the

foregoing Interrogatories and Requests For Admission.
2.

Each and every document you intend to introduce at

3.

All documents, notes receipts, invoices, cassette

trial.

recordings and letters from the two (20) "Hon11 file cabinets,
the files in the bedroom and upstairs game room, the files from
the downstairs kitchen cabinets and drawers and files locked in
the storage room and garage.

Said files include the following

items:
a.

Appraisal of home at 8895 West Bull River Road, Lehi, Utah;

b.

All documents pertaining to home at 8895 West Bull River

Road, Lehi, Utah;
c.

All building permits and house plans containing the name of

Gil Freedman;
d.

All files pertaining to the Charleston, Utah lot;

e.

All files pertaining to the Thousand Oaks, California lot;

f.

All

files

pertaining

to

the Victorville/Apple

Valley,

California lots;
g.

All

files

pertaining

to

the

US

Small

Business

Administration;
h.

All files pertaining to the Utah Commerce Department;
-6-

i.

All

files pertaining

to the Utah Department of Motor

Vehicles;
j•

All files pertaining to Robert Chow and the property at

10231 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles, California;
k.

All of Gil Freedman1s Federal and Utah Tax returns;

1.

All files pertaining to Zion's Bank of Utah paid loan;

m.

Gil Freedman1s Resumes;

n.

Gil Freedman1s birth certificate;

o.

Gil Freedman1s diplomas;

p.

Gil Freedmanfs Army Discharge;

q.

Gil Freedman's Army ID Tags(Dog Tags);

r.

Gil Freedman1s Last Will and Testament;

s.

Irving H. Freedman1s Last Will and Testament;

t.

Charlotte Freedman1s Last Will and Testament;

u.

Gil Freedman1s bank statements, check books and deposit

slips;
v.
w.

Gil Freedman1s credit card statements and receipts;
All

files

and

documents

from

the

US

Veterans

Administration;
x.

Utah Vehicle Title for the 1993 Ford Taurus vehicle;

y.

Photo albums and photos belonging to Gil Freedman, Gary L.

Freedman and Freedman family;
z.

All

files pertaining

to Randall

S. Freedman, Gary L.

Freedman, Irving H. Freedman, Charlotte Freedman and Howard S.
Freedman;
aa.

All files pertaining to monies Gil Freedman Received from

Irving H. and Charlotte Freedman through interhitance and other
means;
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bb.

All files pertaining to sale of lots: 10228-10232 Venice

Blvd. and Vinton Avenue, Los Angeles, California;
cc.

All files pertaining to Hampshire Storage, Thousand Oaks,

California;
dd.

All files and payroll statements from Brown and Williamson

Tobacco Company;
ee.

All invoices, bills of lading, notes and charge receipts

for materials and labor for all repairs and improvements done
to the home at 8895 West Bull River Road, Lehi, Utah; highland,
Utah lot 2; Plat D Quail Hollow Sub. Area 0.635 Acres; 1.602
acre lot located on Charleston Road, Charleston, Utah;
ff.

Two cartons of files concerning

Laurie

Barnett

(Freedman)

divorce.

the Gil Freedman and
Also

any

loose

files

pertaining to the same;
gg.

Any files pertaining to appraisals of property located at

619 South 600 West, Salt Lake City, Utah;
hh.

Invoices for parts and repairs to Kabota Farm Tractor;

ii.

Invoices for parts and repairs to Hyster Forklift;

jj.

All Gill Freedman health and medical records;

kk.

All well and well pump repair invoices.
DATED this

(1

day of December, 2001.
REX B. BUSHMAN, P.C.

By:

<«,
K-£'(/^OVH.
^ff <j^^^-P>
Rex B. Bushman
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EXHIBIT: 15

Marine Wholesalers
Division of Starfire Boat Company
Complete line of marine related products
Retail Sales and Catalog/Mail-Order Operation
Approximately 400,000 "Qualified" customers on
Mailing List
Large Inventory

?m*

Starfire Boat Company
18'-32' Fiberglass Boats
Internationally recognized Quality and Performance
Very Well Equipped
65,000 Square foot Manufacturing facility
Molds and fixtures
Diesel Transports
Large Inventory

HART

if^^^^

INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE

900 Jaymor Road
Southampton PA 18966
Telephone (215) 322 5100

HART ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / M
INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE

Renaissance I 7007 College Boulevard Suite 440
Overland Park Kansas 66211 1524
Telephone (913) 491 4970

REGIONAL DIVISION OFFICES
ATLANTA • CHARLOTTE • CINCINNATI • DALLAS • GREENVILLE • KANSAS CITY • MIAMI • PHILADELPHIA
Informal on furn shed regard ng property for sale rental o fnancng s from sources deemed rel able But no wa antyo representat on s made as to the accuracy thereof and same ssubmtted
subject to errors om ss ons change of pr ce rental or other cond t ons pr or sale lease or f nanc ng or w thdrawal w thout not ce No lab I tv of any knd sto be moosed on the broker here n

EXHIBIT: 16

OFFICE OF

HtaIj&0untg\ttflrn£t}
Kay Bryson, County Attorney
E Kent Sundberg, Civil Division Chief
Sherry Ragan, Criminal Division Chief
Jeff Robinson, Chief Investigator

Civil Division
E Kent Sundberg
David H Shawcroft
KentO Willis

M Cort Griffin
Chns Yannelli
PaulD Wake
Robert J Moore

100 East Center Street Suite 2400
Provo, Utah 84606
Phone (801) 851-8001
Fax (801) 370-8009

November 25, 2003

Gil Freedman
PO Box 250
Lehi, UT 84043
Re:

GRAMA Request for Records

Dear Mr. Freedman:
This letter is provided in response to your request for Utah County Attorney's records
regarding Laurie Barnett. The Criminal Division of the Utah County Attorney's office did receive
the Utah County Sheriff s Office case no. 4173 86 for screening for criminal charges. John Allan was
the Deputy Utah County Attorney who reviewed the case. After review of the case, this office
declined to prosecute as the statute of limitations had run.
If you should have any further questions or concerns regarding this matter, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

n
Chris Yafinelli
Deputy Utah County Attorney
CY:tae

